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PREFACE 

The· purpose of this pape~ is to present 
in as compact form· as possible a few of the problems 
incident to central station power service, and the 
solutions for them. The problems taken are actual 
cases, selected from those .arising during the 
period from February 1, 1918 to May 1, 1920, in the 
experie!lce of the author .with the Springfield Light, 
He~t · & Power Company, Springfield, Ohio. They are 
fairly represe!'ltat.ive of the different parts of a 
typical central station organizatio!1, i!lvolving the 
Production, Distribution, and Commercial Departments. 
All superfluous material has been eliminated, as 
well as all unnecessary explB:nations and informa- · 
tion, and a number of rat~er interesting problems 

·have been entirely omitted, because their type is · 
is covered by the ones selected. The situations to 
be met a:qd correctly solved in the experience of 
a central ·station organization are, of course, very 
numerous. 

The author wish~s to acknowiedge his in-
debtedness to Mr. T.H.Harvey, Works Manager of the 
Ohio Steel Foundry Company, Springfield, Ohio; to 
Mr. J.C. Galvin, Chie :' f Melter of the same company; 
to Mr. E.J.Newnham, Chief Engineer, and Mr. R.F. 
MacNett, Supervisor of Power, both . of the Robbins 
& Myers Company, Springfield, Ohio; a.11d to Mr. C.I. 
Weaver, Treasurer and General Manager of· the Spring-
field Light, Heat & Power Company, Springfield, 
Ohio. 

L.E.Brown. 

Springfield, Ohio. 
May' 1920. 
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POWER FACTOR 
CONDITIONS AND CORRECTION 

SPRINGFIELD LIGHT, HEATj & POWER CO., 
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. 

About the middle of 19181 the Springfield 
Light, Heat,·& Power Company began, for· a number of 
reasons, to investigate the power factor conditions~" 
obtaining throughout its plant and distribution system. 
Trouble with low voltage on the unregulated three-
phase power lines had for some time been experienced in 
various sections of the city, and complaints were becom-
ing frequent. The Robbins & Myers Company reported 
low voltage, and tests made at once sh9wed. tha1; ·while the 
line voltage at the plant.was slightly :8..bove normal, 
(normal value 6600 volts), -the line. voltage at their 
factory was below normal, and the· transfo~mer secondary 
voltage seriously low. At that time, their 15-minute 
peak load was about 7 50 K. W. , and they were, and are, . 
the only customer of any slze on a 3/0 line about 7600 
feet long. The step-down transformer capacity at their 
factory was ample for the K.VJ. load. A test showed that 
their power factor stood normally at 60% to 65%. This 
condition was reported -to Mr.E.J.Newnham, then Chief 
Engineer of the Robbins & Myers.Company, and they insti-
tuted an investigation, the findings and results of 
which are given hereafter. 

The distribution losses we:re high, and for the 
eight months ending August++, 1918, the average by· 
mo~ths was,15.82 %. This figure does not include· the 
line losses of the downtown direct-current system. One 
imp~tant reason for this high loss lay in the fact that 
several circuits were badly overloaded, and subsequent 
changes have. reduced· the losses slightly more than 2%Q 
Nevertheless, the gener~ condition of low power factor 
was, and is, a vital factor in th~ distribution losses. 

The,peak load on the power station during 1917 
was 5500. K.W., and the anticipated' peaks for 1918 and 
1919 were 7800 and 8300 1 respectively. The station 
generating capacity totaled 9000 K.W., at a power factor 
rating of 80%, so that the peak load for 1919 would · 
require all the capacity,·leaving no· reserve capacity what-

· ever. Indeed, there was no reserve capacity for· 1918, 
since the anticipated peak could not be carried, in case 
of loss of the 5000 K.W. unit. On account of the con-
ditions incident to the War, the installation of another 



turbo-generator set before the summer of 1920" was 0ut 
of the question, and for this reason it was .. increasingly 

. important that everything possible be done to relieve 
· and .assist the station equipment. Future conditions 

also dictated present corrective and preventive action 
in connection with the power factor conditions. 

Motor application had in the past been l~ft 
very largely , in the hands of the electrical contractors, 
with the natural result that in the majority of cases, 
.the applications were badly over-motored. One common 
·rule found was to standardize upon one size of motor for 
all line shafts, regardless of the individual shaft loads, 
and actual cases were found where 25 horsepower motors 
were ·carrying loads as low as 5 horsepower. The rule of 
one factory electrician was ·to 11 figure the motor ·twice 
as large , as he thought necessary, and then double that", 
and0;qui te evmdently followed his rule to the letter. 
It was little ,_wonder that he could boast of the fact 
that his motorsseldom burned out or even ran hot. 
Another natural c.ause for the serious over-motoring is 
the fact that in the past gas-engines have been a cheap 
and popular form of prime...:mover, and , the motor sizes have 
beeri very often determined 6n the gas-engine .basis. 

Under the above conditiens, the Springfield 
Light, Heat, & P0wer Company determined to aggressively 
enter the motor application game, with the main idea 
of protecting itself as much as possible. As a result, 
even though motors in many cases have been sold by .com-
peting contractors, the sale has in most cases been made 
in .accorda...Yice with the company's recommendation, with 
marked improvement in the operating characteristics. 
The power -factor at the plant ef the . E.W.Ross Company, 
where the installation was selected by the power company, 
was found to be 85% >under the average conditions of · , 
loading. The 15-minute demand at the time this power 
factor reading was taken was about .70 K. W. 

As a part ,of the motor application plans, 
a set of curves was prepared, using the -guarantees of 
one t?f the two large electrical ·manufacturing companies, 
showing .the relations of efficiency and power factor to 
load and rated motor speed. · These curves are for the 
40 degree-rated motors. Briefly 1 the efficiency a..."ld ,, 
power factor are better for large motors than small, . 
increase with the rated speed, and are better at full-
load than at fractional loads. In the last respect, 
the effeqt upon power factor is much more . serious than 
upon efficiency. At half-load, a motor will have 
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approximately the same efficiency as at full-load; 
whereas the power factor will be as much as 15% lower. 
In the case of the 5 horsepower 1200 R. P,. M. motor, 
the power factor drops from 80% at full-load to 63% at 
half~load. These are intended to serve only as indica-
tions of what may be expected; certain sizes and speeds 
deviate -from them, on account of differences in design, 
but on the whole, they represent very well the conditions 
which will obtain. · These curves have served as valuable 
guides in the many applications made. Of course, it is 
realized that in ·many cases, perhaps most of them, the 
size and speed are-dictated by mechanical and other · 
considerations. 

s 





POWER FACTOR MEASUREMENT. 

Since three-~hase power factor is not yet a defined quantity, and no instrument is available for · measuring it, it was necessary to dev±se som~ method, at least approximate, for obtaihingan indication of the pov1e:r·· f 8.ctor i!f the · power and motor c'frcui ts; ·- ·In the Electri .cal World for June 28, 1919, the following article was published: 

IMPROVED POWER FACTOR 
RESU;LTS FROM INVESTIGATION 

With Simple Testing Apparatus Dehtral Station Has Been Able to Show Customers Adva.'11.tages to Be Gained. 
~ 

In connectiori with a th6rough investigation of the power-factor c6nditions . obtaining over its entire pla~t and distribution· system, the Springfield ((Dhio) Light, Heat & PoWer . Cbmp~hy· ha~ d~Vised the following scheme for determining power factor: . . 

Three .sihgle._pole, dbub;Le._throw 15:...arnpere knife switches were provided with a blade extension which makes them similar to broken-back s vr i tches ~ ·When placed i!l a single ammeter circuit, as shown, they elim-inate the possibility of opening . the secondaries of the current transformers at any time, and indicate the cur-rent flowing in each leg of a three-ph~se circuit. Proper-ly combined with simultaneous voltages, these .readings give the Kva. of the system. 
The normal position ~f the switches, With no current flowing through the ammeter, · will be A-B. ·closing the switches .one· at - a time· to the: ·position· ·B-C viill give ·the · currents flowirig. A ~hree~pha~e watt~eter iftserted in· the circuit gives the K.W~, . and · the power factor can be thus· determined. For. convenience iri inserting a!ld re- · . moving · this wattmeter, . t~10 single-pole, single--;_throw knife-switches are used. 

The · tvrn:...wattmeter method, using 'a polyphase ih.stru- ·· meht' was first tried out, . but ' soon abandoned because of ih~ fact that in mo~t ti~s~s ~he 16ad i~ tinbal~nced. . . 
Howe~er, · this ~ethod is used, to some extent for testing individual motors• '· , 

·Tests have beeti 'made of a.11 -power --circuits·; both· 
~eneratbr arid feeder, at the poie~ ~tati6n, ~nd bf "most of the primary meter install a ti ohs of this· company. · (See .subsequent data .. covering pla!lt tests). A number of the larger power customers whose load has a low 
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power factor, are arranging to change their induction 
motors to load them up and reduce the connected horse-
power, and in two cases synchronous motors ar~ being 
installed. One company in particular i~ installing a 
300 H.P. synchronous -motor and .a 100 K.W. synchronous 
converter, the former to displace g steam engine, the 
latter to provide current for variable speed drive. This 
customer has a 15-minute demand of about 150 K.W. at 65% 
power factor,· wh.ich with the new installation will be -

. increased to approximately · ·95~~&-. (-See subsequeht section 
"Installation of 300 Horsepower Swnchronous Motor· a!ld 
Power Factor Conditions at ,The Victor Rubber Company, 
Springfield, Ohio"). 

··· · ·· ,. ··· ·-· ·- The ... powe·r :CC>ntractS ~'iOf h~ tn.rus ·c·ompan·y" Con ta .in 
no power factor clause, SC)that all . changes are being 
made on the basis of reduce.d ' motor horse;:;_power, decreased 
losses, ' and impr6ved s~rvic~~ - L.E.Brown, 

Springfield, Ohio. Superintendent of bistributioho 

This article was reprinted in the Bulletin of 
the Ohio Electric Light Association, with an introductory 
paragraph as follows: . . 

· ~Jir, .· ' L.E. Brown, · Superintendent of Distrlbution of the 
Spr~ngfield Light, Heat ~ - Power Compafiy, reports that 
they are · goin~ int6 the power f~ctor donditions of their 
company very ·6arefully and tho~oughly, and ~xpect to 
make a very considerable improvement from the improved 
application of motors a!id other devices, A number of 
their larger Power customers, including the Robbins & 
Myers Compa~y, are co-operating with themi and are 
making changes in their induction motors installations 
tp operate all .motors as nearly as possible at their 
full-load ratings. ·rn several cases synch~onous motors 
are · being installed. (See subsequent sections · covering 
work ·a.t the Robbins· & Myers Company ·and· ·a.t-·the Victor 
Rubber Company). Mr. Brown gave the Electrical.World 
a very excellent article ih Which they are arriving at 
improved results from their power factor investigations •. 
The article taken from the Electrical World is as fol-
·lovrn: 

This method of m~a~uri~g power factor Was 
referred to the Electric Journal, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl~ 

·vania, and approved by Mr.C.R.Riker, Technical Edi~or. 
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·.-POWER FACTOR TESTS · 
ON 

GENERATOR AND FEEDER ~IRCUITS 

In January of 1919, tests were made of the power 
factor on the three genera tor c·ir.cui ts and on all the 
three-p~ase power feeder circuits, including the totalizing 
bus and the Series· stv~et Light totalizing bus, at the 
Rockway Power Plant. It is considered unnecessary to give 
the detailed readings for these tests in this paper, since 
they are similar ·to- those shown for the tests at the Robbins 
& Myers installation, and the results only follow: , 

CIRCUIT POWER FACTOR 
I 

Generator No. l 50·.5 % 
Generator No. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - not running. 

Generator No. 3 - - - - - - - - - - - 85.7 % 
To~alizing , Bus - - - - - - - - 70 3 % • 

R. & M. - I.H.C. 3-j ~600 Volt.- - - -

East End 3-¢ 6600 Volt 

Ohio Steel Foundry 3-¢ 6600 Volt 

Lagonda · 3~¢ 2300,Voit - - -

North·Central 3-¢ 2300 Volt - - -

West En~ 3-¢ 2300 Volt - - - - - - - -

South End 3-¢ 2300 Volt-- - - - - - -

South West 3-¢ 2300 Voit - - - -

Series Street Light~, Totalizing -

67.5 % 
65.0 % 
83.0 % 
69.2 % 
71.3 % 
69.9 % 
61.6 % 
77.8 % 

. 50.4 % 

It is understood that the above values are averages 
over the period at which th~ readings were taken, and repre-
sent normal conditions. 

The readings on the Totalizing Bus checked very 
well with the indications of the station power factor meter. 

The Ohio Steel Foundry Line has an unusually 
high power factor, ~or the reason that about three years 

I/ 



ago the Ohio Steel Foundry Company made very careful in-
vestigations of their. motor loading, and completely rear-
ranged their applications to fully load all motors. They 
are the only customer on this line. It is interesting to 
note that the power factor of the furnace is approximately 
the same as that of the motor load, as nearly as it is 
possible to measure the furnace input. 

I 

The power factor of the Series Street Lights is 
especially low. on account of the high reactance of the 
line itself, and because of the fact that each incandescent 
lamp is served from an individual series transformer. This 
power factor was checked by opening one element of the 
watthour meter, and it_ was found, of CO¥rse, that when the 
right element was opened, the instrument' stopped. 

The reduction in line, transformer, a!ld generator 
capacity resuiting from the above conditions of power . 
factor, and the attendant bad regulation, can readily be 
calculated and appreciated, and wherever possible correction 
is to be made. 

IZ 
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POWER FACTOR TESTS 
AND CORRECTION 

AT 
THE ROBBINS & MYERS CO., 

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. 

· I!1 August / of 1918 the Robbins & Myers Company · complained that their voltage was low • . A't~st was .made, · which showed that while th~ line voltage wa~ somewhat above. normal . (normal 6600 .. vol ts)' the second.ary voltage was i!1~ - -deed lbw. - At that time; thi~ wa.s·assigned ' to - th~ · fa6t that they have ~ double transforinatio!1, fro~ 6600 volts to 2300 volts, and fro_m. 2300 volts to 110, 220·, or 440, de-
pendin~ upon the service. This was, of cpu~§e, a valid reason, since they were suffering the regulation incident to the double transformation. 

In January of 1919, th~ first test of the power factor at their tra!lsforme.reihstallation was ·-_made, in accordance with' the attached tabulati"on, which shows the average power factor to b~ 62%, at· that time. This con-dition was reported to Mr. 'E. IT. Newnham,· at that · time Chief -Engineer of the Robbins & Myers Company, and several con;.. ferences with him held. As · a result~ M~. R~F.McN~tt was appointed Power Supervisor, ·.with instructions · to improve the power factor and other conditions relating to their power supply and service. 

Mr. McNett has made, ·and is yet making. (April 1920) a car~ful study of the ccinditions obtaining. He has adapted the previously descrioed method of .measuring power factor to their conditions, and two articles appearihg ·in the ·Electrical Wo.rld of ·. January 3 and · 10, · 1920 relate quite adequately the changes which he has accomplished. · 

PORTABLE TESTING OUT·FIT 
USED IN POWER SURVEY 

By Its Use, the Motor-Rating of O~e Factory Has Been Decreased by l50 Hp.- Dummy Fuses Facilitate Con-nection of Meters in Line. 

Because the Robbins & Myers Company ma..~ufactures -motors, it has been very easy for the operati~g depart-ments to become over-motored, particularly during the , war period when machines were running night and day at top speed and there was no time to question what size motor wa~ best adapted to a particular drive. At t~at 
r1im r-~:Lt 
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time it was considered good policy, in view of the fact 
that new machinery was being purchased wherever it could 
be found, to put on each line shaft a motor large enough 
to take care. of any probable future growth. When the 
armistic& was signed, however, and the necessity for 
high-speed production became less, the load also became 
less, with the result that the power factor -or the 
entire plant was reduced considerably. Obviously, the 
remedy for low power factor was to reduce the connected 
~o~se-power, so tests upon each motor were made in order 
that all machines be correctly motored. Smaller ones 
could be installed if needed, or they could be rearranged· 
to operate to the best advantage. · 

The instruments available for the t~sting consisted 
of a portable recording wattmeter, a portable recording 
power-factor meter, an ammeter with 5-aJnpere scale, a 
voltmeter, and a tarihometer. In addition, there were 
three instr~ent transformers, each with ratios of 100, 
50, ... and 25 to 5 amperes. These were connected to the 
motor line through lead~ terminating in switchboard plugs. 
The transformer secondaries are connected- the two out-
side ones- to the current coils of the wattmeter and the 
middle one to the ammeter and to the current coil of 
the power-factor meter, which are in series. In these 
circuits are placed "broken-back" switches which allow 
the measurihg of current ·1n any .phase without opening 
the secondaries. It was found necessary to meter each 
phase because the voltage was slightly unbalanced and 
reading the.power~factor meter would be incorrect. By 
measuring the power-factor of all the three phases and 
averaging the readings, the true power-factor was ob-
tained. In front of the transformers is a ·heavy protect-
ing switch and a set of fuses connected so that the 
fuses ~re always in circuit whether the switch is gpen 
or closed. The portable meters rest on a pad of ~-inch 
felt, the combination being mounted on a rolling meter 
table with swiveled, rubber-tired . wheels. N~arly all 
connections are back of the board. ·(see accompanying 
photograph). · 

For connectin·g the current . coils of the meter in the 
line, dummy fuses are used. I!l-each e!ld of them are 
tapered holes reamed to receive·the switchboard plugs. 
With this arra!lgemen~ it is a very simple ma~ter to cone 
!lect the meter leads to any size of dummy fuse, to take · 
·out O!le running fuse at a time from a motor ·circuit (the 
motor operati!lg single...:phase for a moment) and slip the 
dummy in its plac~. For convenience, and to avoid mis-
takes, the wooden ha!ldles of the switchboard plugs are 
painte.d different colors for "li!le 11 a!ld "load", so that 
the wattmeter connectio!ls are always correct. 

/5 
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No data are available at this time upon the savings 
·effected because the work is not completed, but it has 
been possible to eliminate moee than 150 connected horse-
power in the first few months of the test, despite in-
creasing power requirements due to greatly increased 
production. (The maximum 15-minute dema~d to April 1, 1920 
is 905 K.W., compared to 750 early in 1919). As a matter 
of fact, production is on the i!lcrease and _ the changing 
of .motors. and fitting them to · their loads is responsible 
for the fact that the power bill has increased only 
slightly. R.F.McNett, 
The Robbins & Myers Supervisor of Power. 

· Bompa.ny, Springfield, Ohio • . 

TES~ RESULTS TABULATED 
ON FACTORY MOTOR CARD 

Comparis6n of Records Bearing Motors Ratings and ~ 
Characteristics Allows a Complete A!lalysis 

of Power Conditions in Plant 

When making a complete power survey of the installed 
motors in its plant, the Robbins & Myers Company recorded 
the results of the tests . &n 5-inch by 8-inch filirig 
cards. These cards are provide?- with spaces for shop 
serial and fr~me numberr;i . the name-plate data, the _depart-
ment, data on driving and driven pulleys, size of belt, 
machinery driven, and the load readings of the motors . . 
In addition to this information there is a space for the 
specifications which are necessary in orde~ to permit a 
complete analysis of the motors. Of course it would be 
impossible tor every plant to have performance curves 
for all its motors, but in this case it is possible, be-
trnuse practically a11 · the motors are manufactured in . 
the plant. There is therefore avarulable a ' complete file 
of these · curves, and with the data gathered from the test 
each ·motor's performance ca!l be analyzed. This analysis 
allows the determination of whether or nbt it is enonomi-
cal to make changes, and what changes are necessary. 
Motors are provided that will operate at the highest 
efficiency and power factor on the determined ~oad, but 
often it is necessary to take future extensions into 
account. R.F.McNett, 
Springfield, Ohio. Sup~rvisor of Power. 

. /9 



POWER FACTOR TEST 
AT 

ROBBINS & MYERS 
B~OO v. 3-PHASE 

~~ ,~ -7r 
Friday; Jan. 17, 1919 

by 
J.B.Bronson. 

- - -

TIIlflE I-1 I-2 I-3 Av.I Av.E Watts V.A. P.F. 
(Xi} 

1:45 P.M. 4.5 5.5 4.4 4.8 110 1100 915 60.3 
2:00 4.5 5.5 4.5 4. 8 - 109 1100 911 60.5 
2:30 4.0 5.0 4.0 4.3 . 110 1100 821 67.0 
2:45 4.6 5.5 4.3 4.8 110 1100 915 60.2 
3:00 4.8 5.5 4.5 4.9 108 1150 ,916 62.8 
3:15 4.4 5.0 4.3 4.5 110 1100 856 64.3 
3:30 4.5 5.5 4.5 ·4, 8 108 llilOO 900 61. 3 
3:45 4.0 5.0 4.5 4.5 109 1050 850 61. 9 
4:00 3.5 4.5 4.0 4.0 11·0 1090 765 71.4 (?) 
4:15 4.0 4.5 3.5 4.0 108 1050 745 70.5 ( ? ) 
4:30 4;25 4.5 3.8 4.1 108 1080 768 70.3 (?) 
4:45 4.3 4.9 3.9 4.3 108 1100 805 68.4 (?) 

Average Power Factor - - - -62.0 % 
5 ampere· Ammeter, R.& ' M., -Serial No. 18255 

150 ·volt voltmeter, Co. No. 2, Weston Serial No. 5203 
2000 watt Wattmeter, Co. No. 14, Serial No. 143418. · 

Current transformer ratio 60~1 
Potential transformer ratio 20:1 

NOTE: Last four readings, marked (? 1), are not 
used in figuring .the average P.F., because the values 
are high, on account of the lighting load coming on. 
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TIME 

12:15 
12:25 
12:40 
1: 00 
1:20 

·1:30 
ll 4i45 

2:10 
2:30 
3:00 
3:15 
3 :45 · 
4:00 
4:30 

POWER FACTOR TEST 
AT 

ROBBINS & MYERS 
6600V. 3-PHASE 

?~ 7\' 
.. 
i\ 

We d..11e sday, June 4. . _, 1919 
by 

J.B.Bronson 

I-1 I-2 I-3 Av. I Av.E Watts 
- (Xl) 

P.M. 4.0 4.1 ' 5.1 4.4 110 1100 
4.2 4.2 5.1 4.5 110 . 1090 
4.1 4.2 5.0 4.4 110 1090 
4.3 4.3 5.3 4.6 110 1100 
4.2 4.3 5.,2 . 4. 5 110 1090 
4.1 4.3 5.2 4.5 110 1090 
4.0 5.0. 4 .. 2 4.4 110 1090 
4.2 4.2 5.2 4.5 110 1100 
4.0 5.0 4.2 4.4 110 1100 
4.2 5.0 4.3 4.5 110 1100 
5.4 5.1 5.1 5.2 110 1200 
5.0 5.0 5 •. o 5.0 110 1180 
4.o · 4.5 5.0 4.5 110 1120 

. 4. 2 5.0 4.3 4o5 110 1160 

Average power 

Current transformer ratio 60:1 
Potential transformer ratio 20:1 

10 ampere Ammeter, serial No. 535569. 

V.A. 

837.3 
856.3 
837.3 
875.3 
856.3 
856.3 
837.3 
856.3 
837.3 
856.3 
989.5 
951. 5 
856.3 
856.3 

factor 

150 volt Voltmeter, -serial No. 5203, Co. No. 2. · 
3-¢ Wattmeter, serial ' No. 143418, Co. No. 14. 

Average K.W. Demand 630 (15-minute). 

21 

P.F. 

65.7 
63.6 
65.5 
62.8 
63.6 
63.6 
65.5 
64.2 
65.7 
64.2 
60.6 
62.0 
65.4 
67. 7 . 

64.3 % 



ore 

The Robbins & My.ers Company has just plaiied an 
order. with the General Electric Company -(April 20, 1920) 
for three 200 K.V.A. static condensers, to be placed at 
the most advantageous points in their factory to give 
power factor correction. · These condensers are built for 
2305 vol ts, since the dftribution is . made at that potential, 
and also since that potential is standard for the condensers. 
The present load (15-minute peak) at the factory is about 
900 K.W., and the power factor is about 65%. The attached 
vector diagram shows. th~ results which will be obtained by 
the application of these static condensers. 

900 K.W.: 



The improvement in service which will result 
is obvious. Not only will the line regulation be reduced, 
but also the regulation of the transformers at the . 
Robbins & Myers factory a!ld of the station step-up tra.'Yls-. 
formers.' Aside from the bettered service, which is 
the chief consideration from the point of view of the 

. customer, the li!le losses will be reduced to about one-
half their value at the present power factor ; c and the 
genera tor, tra!lsformer, a_'Yld other station equipment 
materially relieved. 





INSTALLATION 

OF 

·:300 HORSEPOWER ·SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 

AND 

POWER FACTOR CONDITIONS 

AT 

THE VICTOR RUBBER COMPANY, 

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. 
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INSTALLATION OF 300 HORSEPOWER SYNCHRONOUS 
MOTOR. 

AND 

POWER FACTOR ,CONDITIONS 

AT 

THE VICTOR RUBBER COMPANY, 
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. 

_A test of the power factor of the line supplying 
the Victor Rubber Company and a few smaller consumers 
was made at the power plant on January 3, 1919, with 
results and findings as shown in the accompanying sheet. 
The load at the rubber factory is very fluctuating, and 

·.the motors operate most of the time at comparatively light 
loads, which accounts for the unusually low power factoro 

.. -· ~ 
On_ January 14, 1919, preliminary to submitting 

to the Victor Rubber Company a proposition covering the 
replacement of their steam engine wi·th motor drive, a 
card ~est was made of the steam engine. This engine •as 
direct-connected to a line shaft placed under' the floor 
of the factory, and dtiv.'ing eight rubber mills. All other 
equipment in the factory had already beenrnotorized, or 
rather, had been equipped with motors when installed. 
The engine was 1n need of a thoro~gh overhauling, and 
the demand upon the boilers for steam used in process 
work and heating had reached ~he point where• in the 
near future, additional boiler capacity would be necessary, 
if the .operation of the engine were to be continued. 
The results of this card test are given in the accom-
pa.nying sheet. 

Since the Rubber Company was very anxious to 
arrive at a decision, the data taken wepeworked up in the 
field, and recommendations made that a motor of 250 to 
300 ho12sepower ·capacity be purchased and installed. 
In the light of the power factor test made a few days 
previously, the installation of a synch~onous motor was 
highly desirable.This was presented to the Rubber Company, 
and they agreed to : purchase that type, i~ one of the 
proper rating were immediately available. Fortunately, 

· a good 300 horsepower, 2060 volt, 600 R.·P.M. motor was 
found in second-hand stock, and at once purchased, with 
the idea in mind of its immediate installation. As a 
matter of fact, this· installation was made exactly one (s'ee p.~o) 



TIME 
0 '-' 

9:00 
9:01 

9:45 
10:00 
10:30 
11;00 
11:15 
11:30 
11:45 
12:00 

1:0() 

WATTS 

POWER FACTOR ~TEST 
ON 

VICTOR RUBBER LINE 
2~00 volts- 3 phase. 

by 

H.E.Miller 
J.B.Bronson, 

Saturday, Jan. 11,1919 

( x];. 
~ 

) I-1 I-2 .±.::£ AV. I . AV.E V.A. P.F . ($) 

A.m 290.0 ©.8 1.0 1.2 1.0 118 2204 71.1 
" 190.0 0.5 0.6 0.7 G.6 118 123 77.2 

n 233.0 0.9 1.2 1.1 1.06 118 217 53.7 
t1 188.3 0.8 l.Q 0.9 0.9 118 184 51.5 
tt 246.6 1.1 1.0 l.© l.©3 118 211 58.5 
n ~43~3 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.03 118 211 57.8 
U · 150~0 . 0.7 00.8 0.8 0.71 118 145 51.7 ,, 100.0 0.7 0.7 0.7 ·0.7 118 143 35.0(? 
tt 90.0 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 118 81.8 55.0 
M 101.7 0.4 0.5 G.3 0.4 118 81.8 62. 2 

P.M. 100.0 0.5 0.5 ©.3 0.43 118 88 56.8 

AVERAGE POWER FACTOR · 56.0 % 

2000 watt Wattmeter- Co. No.14 
5 ampere Ammeter- Co. No. 9 

. 140 volt Voltmeter- Co. No. 2 

NOTE:- The first two . sets of readings are doubtful 
and are not considered in figuring the average 
power factoro Also, ' the r~adings taken at 
11: 30 are not considered. ,. Load fluotua tes so 
rapidly that accurate readings are -difficult, 
especially with the poorly damped ammeter 
available. 

) 



ENGINE TEST 
AT 

THE VICTOR RUBBER CO.';. 
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. 

Jan. 14, 1919 

by 

Dan Teach 
H. E. Miller 
Frank Nagley 
L. E. Brown 

ENGINE DATA:-

Tandem Compound 
H.P. Cylinder - 16" by 48n 
L.P. · " " = ·30" by 48" 

Piston Rod Diameters:-
H.P. C.E. · 2 59/64" · 
L.P. CiE. 3 59/64" 
L.P. H.E. 2 59/64" 

Piston Net Areas:-
H.P. H.E. 201 

C.E; __ 194 
~ L.P. H.E. 699 

C.E. 694 

square inches n u 
n n - -u u 

Readings were taken simul ta...YJ.eously on high and 
low pressure cylinders, head end and crank end. : Mean 
effective pressures taken from cards by means of direct-reading planimeter. 

Indicator ·Springs:-

Abbreviations:-

H.P. Cylinder 60 lb. 
L.P. u " 12 " 

M.E.P. - Mean effective pressure, lbs./sq. ino 
HFP.- High · pressure. L.P.- Low pressure. 
H • E • - He ad end • _ C • E • - C ra_l1 k end . 
L Length of stroke, in feet 
A Nest area of piston, in sq. in. 
N - Revolutions per minute. , 

Z.8 



CARD NO.l 

CARD NO. 2 

CARD NO. 3 

.29 

11:00 A.M. 

Cyl. End M.E.P. l _A_ .Ji_ I.H. P. Remarks 

H.P. 

L.P. 

H.E. 
C.E. 
H.E. 
C .• E. 

34.0 4 
31.5 4 
9.0 4 
7.4 4 

201 72 59.7 
194 72 53.3 
699 72 55.0 
694 72 44.8 

·Total I.H.P.- - -212.8 
At 90 % eff., " · ·B.H.P. - - 19200 

_11:35 A.M • . 

Mill1~1man 
says load 
heavy as 
usually 
obtained. 

Cyl. End M.E.P. l _A_.Ji._ I.H.P. Remarks 

H.P. 

L. P. 

cyi.: 

H.P. 

L.P. 

H.E. 
G.E. 
H.E. 
C.E. 

6.5 4 
6.6 4 
3.14 4 
3.23 4 

201 776 
194 . '76 
699 76 
694 76 

Total I. H.P. 
Probable " B.H.P. 

12.:45 P.M. 

End M.EP. L A N -- -- --
H.E. 46.0 4 201 72 
CLE. 47.0 4 194 72 , 
H.E. 9.0 4 699 72 
C.E. 8.6 4 694 72 

12.0 
11.8 
20.2 
20.7 

41.1 
20.0 

I.H.P. 

80.7 
79.7 
54.8 
52.1 

All load 
off except 
engine fric-
tion losses 
and line 
shaft. · 

Remarks 

Note that 
load is 
heavier 
than in 
No. 1 

Total .LH.P. -267.3 testo 
At 92% eff., " B.H.P. - -240.0 

Indications f rcim observance of engine are that 
cards taken were not for maximum load·. · Further tests not 
made for reason that decision.was reached regarding size 
of proposed motor to replace erigine. 



year later, when the increased demandfor steam for pro-
cess work precluded the further operation of the steam 
engine without the installation of .additional boiler 
capacity. 

Meanwhile a variable speed calender was pur-
chased, the motor of which was supplied frem a ,100 K.W. 
synchronous converter, and .beside this, a 250 horsepower 
induction motor was bought, to drive a new mill. This 
additional power lead led to earefulJ.consideration of 
the probable necessity . for changing_ :the line voltage 
from 2300 to 6600 volts. The accompanying vector rela-
tions were accordingly developed, based upon assumptions 
inade as to the power factor of the individual addi ticms 
and .upon the probable contribution of each to the max-
imum 15-minute demand. As ca.11 be noted, it was calculated 
that the demand with the added equipment would be 450· 
K.W., and it was decided to postpone the change-over 
to 1921. However, the ~00 horsepower motor contributed 
so much more than its estimated qu.ota, in addi:tion to 
other load added, including a 60 horsepower motor driving 
a 300-pound air..;.compressor, that the 15-minute demand 
in Ja.~uary orf! 1920 ·attained the value of 576 K. W., and that 
with the 250 horsepower motor not yet installed. 
Accordingly, it is now necessary (February 1920) to 
convert the line · 'to . 6600 volts as soon as possible, and 
this · is now under way. 

At the .time of the installation of the 300 
horsepower syncljronous motor, no switchboard or other 
control equipment except a starter and exciter field 
rheostat, had been secured, and therefore there were no 
means available fo~ indicating the . conditions ~f opera-
tien of th~ motor. A test was therefore made, showing the 
relation of the exciter (motor field) voltage to the . 
motor · power factor, at no-load and at full-load, using 
the two-wattmeter method. The result is shown in the 
accompanying curve. The position of the exciter rheostat 
contactor corresponding to a full-load power factor of 
BO%, current leac;iing, · was marked, and the motor is 
operated with the contactor at·· this mark~ , 

It was no~ed during this test ·that at times the 
voltage at the motor terminals exceeded the value of 
2400 . volts maintained on the plant bus. Proper manipu-
lation of th~ rheostat would increase this voltage to 
even 2500 volts. The accompanying vector diagram shows 

. the condition obtaining with a total load .on the line of 
· 350 K.W. ·at an approximate power factor of 85%, current 
leading, and a motor input of 275K.\Y. at a power factor 

.30 
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of so%, current leading. 

With the installation of the 300 horsepower 
synchronous motor and the 100 K.W. synch~onous c0nverter, 
·the power factor oh the line supplying _the Vict0r Rubber. 
Company has bee·n raised from its former approximate 
value of ( 56% to above 90%, with attenda.Yl.t improvement in . 
service rendered and reduct~on in line losses. The 
results obtained are leading to a careful cO'nsideration 
of future power installations, to place wherever possible 
more synchronous apparatus. Several definite possibili-
ties are now being considered. 

In addition te the advantages of improved 
service, the customer has also the very important ad:... 
vantage of increased production, due to the constant. 
speed characteristic of the synchronou.s motor. With 
the mills operated by th,e steam engine, the speed regu.-
lation was quite marked, and sudden heavy loads would 
result in a ~roportional dec~e~se in line shaft speed. 
This factov of increased preductien is much more im- . 
portant than most factory · superintendents and managers 
realize, and it is probably not properly appreciated by 
the majority of application engineers. 
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SOLUTION OF TROUBLE 

WITH 

TIRRILL REGULATOR 

AND 

WESTINGHOUSE EXCITER. 

- - ..;. 

The Springfield Light, ijeat, 
& Power Co., 

Springfield, Ohi0. 

1919. 



SOLUTION OF TROUBLE 
WITH 

TIRRILL REGULATOR 
AND 

WESTINGHOUSE EXCITER. 

Considerable trouble had been experienced with 
the Westinghouse exciter ever sinoe its installation at 
the time of the purchase of the 5000 K.W. turbo-generator 
in 1916. The station generating equipment of the Spring-
field Light, Heat, & Power Company consists of two 2000 
K.W. and one 5000 K.W., turbo-aiternators, the excitation 
for which is provided by two synchronous motor-driven 
exciter sets (a 35 K.·w. steam-driven exciter is used· for 
starting up and emergency service). ·One ef these is a 75 
K.W., 125 volt, 600 1 ampere, General Electric, the other 
a 100 K.W., 125 volt, 800 ampere, Westinghouse, machine. 
Attempts had been made at various times to parallel the 
two exciters, but without success, and most of the at-· 
tempts resulted in plant shut-downs, caused by failure 
of the excitation. No investigations were made to deter-
mine the cause for failure to parallel. . It had also 
been found that under certain conditions of operation, 
the Tirrill regulator was unable to maintain the bus 
voltage at its normal value of 117, when operating in 
conjunction withe.the Westinghouse exciter. When the 
load became appr·oximately 75% of the capacity of the 
machines in use, especially when the power factor was low, 
the bus voltage would invariably sag. This was especially 
true with the small generators in useo As a result, the 
Westi~ghouse was used as little as possible. 

· The first step, to determine the reason for 
failure to parallel, was to secure from the manufacturers 
the no-load saturation curves, which are show-!1 herewith,-
on the same sheet, for convenient comparison. The reason. 
is very evddent. Incidentally, the ~xciter for a new 
8000 K.W. turbo-alternator, to be installed in 1920, will 
probably be made to operate in parallel with one of the 
present exciters, preferably the General Electric. 

. The next step, to determine the reason for · 
failure of the Tirrill regulator to maintain normal bus 
voltage when operating with the Westinghouse exciter, 
with the _alternators carrying a relatively heavy load, 
was to ~a~e test·s under 10ad conditions. Accordingly, 
on December 23, 1919, this test was conducted, the data 
for which are as fqllo~s:-
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No .. 3 Machi!le only: 

TIRRILL REGULATOR TEST 
Dec. 23, 1919. 

P.F. 63 % Load 1500 K.W. 
Bus volts 115 
Exe. ~ps. l~O 
West. Exciter. 
Frequency 59 

Exe. volts 141 
Gen. Amps. 570 

600 
. 620 

No. 2 & No. 3,- no load on No. 2:-

Load 1400 K.W. 
Bus volts 117 . 

P.F. 63 % 
Exe. volts 126 

No. 2 
Generator K.W. · 0 

. Generator Amps. 220 
230 
220 

Exciter Amps. 320 
West. Exciter. 
Frequency 59 

. . 

No. 3 
1400 

430 
450 

. 440 

No. 2 & No. 3,- both loaded:-

No. 2 Machine only: 

Load 1400 
Bus volts 117 

Generator K.W. 
Generator Amps. 

· Exciter Amps. 32@ 
West. Exciter. 
Frequency 59 

Load 1350 K.W. 
Bus volts 113 . 
Exe •. Amps. 185 
West. Exciter. 
Frequency 59 

·P.F. 63 % 
·Exe. volts 122 

No. 2 
825 
270 
300 
305 

No. 3 
675 . 
300 
325 
.320 

P.F. 64 % 
Exe. volts 142 
Gen. Amps. 58G 

575 
580 

With 1500 K.W. on No. 3 Machine alone, the 
exciter volts went to a value of 141, at which value the 
short-circuiting contacts on the regulator remained 



permanently closed, and the bus voltage dropped to 115. 
The station power factor meter~ndicated 63%, and the 
frequency was 59~ cycles' (a test showed that the needle 
was· indicating i cycle low). No. 2 Machine was then put 
on the line in parallel with No. 3, but not permitted to 
take load. The exciter volts dropped to 126, the bus 
volts rose to the normal value of 117, and the regulator 
began operating again. The explanation of this is, of 
course, that the unloaded machine supplied a magnetizing 
cross-current, lagging with respect to itself, leading 
with respect to No. 3 Machine, which current helped to 
excite the field o~ the loaded No. 3 Machine. 

The ~oad was then divided between the two 
machines and the exciter volts went to 122, the bus 
voltage remained at the value of 117, and the regulator 
continued to operate satisfactorily. Under this con-
dition, each machine was carrying so small a load that its 
inherent regulation did not reduce the terminal voltage 
to the point where the regulator was unable to cope with 
the si tuaticm. Had the load on eaoh machine been approx-
imately 7 5% of its rating,. or greater, depending some-
what upon the power factor, the trouble would still have 
been in evidence, as shown by the test made on December 
26, 1919. 

No. l of the attached curves, which are exact 
copies of records made by the station recording voltmeter, 
shows the performance of the bus voltage during this test, 
and No. 2 shows that during a subsequent test, which was. 
made following the correction of the difficulty. Note 
that the bus voltage drops gradually after one machine is 
put on by itself, due to the increase in field: resistance 
incident to rising temperature (Curve No. 1). The"kicks" 
in the voltage chart were caused by adjustments made cm 
the Tirrill Regulator while it was in operation, and are 
in no wise a part of its normal performance. For the 
purpose of" this paper they might well have been eliminated 
from the record, but it was thought best to reproduce the 
curve exactly. 

A test was made with the General Electric 
exciter in use, on December 25, 1919~ with both small 
machines on the line, carrying a joint load of 2500 K.W. 
The exciter terminal voltage was 116, the bus voltage 
117, and the regulator was operating satisfactorily. The 
power factor was much higher than during the previous test, 
standing at 80%. The former test was made when the plant . 
was c~:rrying a light industrial lead and the lightly · 
loaded distribution trgnafarmers, the latter when the 
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lighting load was heavy. The data for this test are as 
follows:-: 

TIRRILL REGULATOR TEST 
Dec. 25, 1919. 

No. 2 & No. 3, both loaded:~ 

Load 2500 K.W. 
Bus volts ·117 
Exe. Amps. 360 
G.E. Exciter. 

P.F. 80 % 
Exe. volts 116 

Another test, mentioned above·, was inade on 
-December 26, 1919, with the load carried. by No. l Machine 

(5000 K.W. capacity), and No. 3. Under this condition 
the 0peration was satisfactory, for the same reason that 
obtained in the third part of the first test made, on 
December 23, 1919. No. 2 Machine was then put on the line 
and made to carry load·, and No •. 1 removed, and al though 
the regulator managed to maintain the bus voltage at 
normal value, its operation became very sluggish, and it 
was almost at the point of refusing to 0perate altogether. 
The data for this test are as follows:-

TIRRILL REGULATOR TEST 
Dec. 26, 1919. 

No. l & No. 3, both loaded:-

Load 3300 K.W. 
Bus volts 118 
Exe. Amps430 

Generator K.W. 
Generator Amps. 

No• 2 & No. 3, both loaded:-

Load 3300 K.W. 
Bus volts 117 
Exe. Amps. 380 

Generator K.W. 
Generator Amps. 

P.F •. 7@ % 
Exe. volts 123 
West. Exciter. 

No. 1 
2200 

750 
825 
80() 

No. 3 
llOQ 

340 
350 
360 

P.F. 70 % 
Exe. volts 135 
West. Exciter 

No. 2 
1500 

620 
640 
640 

No. 3 
1800 

540 
560 
530 



Regulater very sluggish, almost ready to stick fast. 

To remedy the trouble, a change was made in the 
series - field shunt of the Westingh0use exciter. This 
shunt was made of three straps of German silver, two 
inches wide. One of these straps was removed, and a test 
made with a station load ·of 2500 K. W. at 75% power factor-. 
·Either small machine carried the load at no~mal bus volt-
age, although the exciter was operating close. tb.the · 
limit, and was sluggish. Curve No. 2 shows the perform-
ance of the bus voltage during ·this test. Since it is 
not practise to operate the machines\above their full-load 
ratings, the operation at normal loads should be entirely 
satisfactory, and casual inspections subsequent to this 
test have proved this to be true, and no further diffi-
culty has been experienced in the operation of the 
Westinghouse excdter. 

Although the Westinghouse exciter has an ampere output capacity of 800 amperes, the lead cable fr0m its 
armature terminals to the switchboard and exciter bus are 
only 500,000 circular mil. A test showed that the IR 
drop in these leads is 4.0 volts at 385 amperes. Since 
the cable warms up very appreciably, the drop at full-
load would be in the neighborhood of 9.0 volts. These 
leads will be changed to l,©00,000 circular mil . as soon 
as convenient, which will still further improve the 
exciter 0peration. 

NOTE: It has been definitely determined (April, 
1920) to operate the direct-connected 60 K.W. exciter of the 
new 8000 K.W. Westinghouse turbo-generator in parallel with 
.the present 75 K.W. exciter. The 100 K.W. Exciter will be 
used only for emergency operation, and will necessitate 
hand operation (as opposed to Tirrill regulator operation). 
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PREFACE 

Early in the year 1918, the Springfield Lig~t, 
Heat &. Power, Company · contracted -,v'ith· the· Ohio . Steel -
Foundry Company ··. to supply the -- :power for a 3-toh electric 
steel . furnace of the.Moore . type. Little contemporary 
experience and data were available at . that time regarding 
the operation o'f steel furnaces, and, considerable concern 

· vms. ;Sel t by the "<nfficials -of -the power ·company · as to - · -
th~ir ability tb ~ubbe~sftillY h~hd1~ · - this - 16ad, ~ithout 
jeopard~zing · the service tb . bther 6ustomers~ The gen- · 
era ting capacity of the povrer . plant was 9000 K. W. at BO% 
power · factor, and the normal· peak about 4500 K.W. The 
furnace"was installed and ready to operate late in July 
of 1918. The transform~r supplying it w~s a ~pecial · · 
1000 K.V.A. 3-phase unit, withll.3% internal _ reactance. 
The voltage fluctuation caused by the furnace was so 
serious· that a conference was held, which resulted in the 
iron wire test made in September of 1918,. and described 
in the first part of the report. · External reactors of 
6.7 ohms impeda!lce were installed, ·but were later replaced 
by rea~tors bf 7~95 ohms· ·impedance. The operation was · 
reasonably satisfactory with these reactors in service~ 
but it was felt that further improvement was possible, 
and i!l addition to this~ ·the fou!ldry compa!ly complained 
that the time ·of melting was too lo!lg. For these reasons, 
the series of tests described in the second part of the 
report were made. 

About the middle of 1919, two of the hoist 
r;iotors which raise a!ld lower the electrodes failed to 
·run6tion prope~ly, allo~irtg th~ir ele6t~6des to lbwer 
into· the bath ·and ·remain there. No contact-making 
thermometers were · the!l i!l ·use·, ·and the transformer v1as 
badly damaged before the operator noted the trouble. 
Two . of the low-tension. coil~ends were completely bu~ned 
off;· and other· and more minor . damage dorie •· The trans-
fdr~er was · r~paired by the power 66mpany and put back 
i!lto service. The foundry company, i!l co!lference with ·· 
Mr. Moore of the Pittsburgh Furnace Gompa!ly, a!ld repre-
se!ltatives ·of the power company; deci.ded to purchase and 
in~tall a 1500 K~V.A. trahsfo~mer, to ~ecure greater 
capacity and a larger margin_ of safety. As a matter of 
interest, the old tra!lsformer failed again, on the day 
that the new o!le arrived. This !lew 1500 K~V.A. trans-
former had only 5.3% i!lterne.l reacta!lce, so that the 
service was agai!l impai~ed, and it-wa~ decid~ae tio install 
still more external reacta!l ce. ·Mr. Moore believed that 
doubli!lg the original amount would place . the furnace opera~ 
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tio!l on ·the stable portion of the attached curve, and 
would not increase the melting time, on account of the 
resulting greater arc stability. It had been noted that 
with only the original re~~tors the arc was 1~ild: tending 
to blow about the furnace, and also melting the roof 
rapidly. · As a mcitter of fact, these addi tio!lal reactors 
have · not to date (April; 1920) been · frtstalled; a.hd ·certain 

·changes and deyelopme:rits may make this unnecessary. 

In order to impro~e the operation of the furnace 
whil~ · waiting for the arrival of the additional re~ctors, 
the high-tension taps of the tr8.:hsformer were changed ' froin 
the 6600 volt winding to a high.er· potential Winding, · which 
bf cciur~e had the effe~t - ~f incr~a~iri~ the . internal ~eac
tance (see print ·of transformer connections in _pocket in 
back of boo~). Mea!lwhile~ Mr~ Galvin, Chief Melter for 
the Ohio. Steel Foundry Company·, has spent· a large amount 
6f his time . e~perimenting with the furrtace, ·and -has ·suc-
·ceeded not on~y i!l reducung the voltage fluct"t+ation, . but 
also· i!l mald:rig a remarkahle reductio!l i!l the melting · time, 
so that he can nbw ~ secure a 3..:...ton heat in about an hour 
and twenty minutes, a!ld he has a record of ten 3-ton heats 
in five minutes less than twelve hours. Mr. Galvin places 
a lump df ordinary coke under each electrode, ~hich has 
the effect of providing a constant arcing distance, and 
he also charges the furnace initially· with 6·tons; when 
this is melted, he removes only 3 tons, leaving 3 tons of 
bath in the furnace to receive a !lew cold charge of 3 
tons. The new char~e si!lks into the molten charge, leav-
ing a fairly level surface for th~ arc to work upon, and 

· a mass of highly conducting metal. Mr. Galvin is securing 
patents upon this method of charging, and upo!l a secret · 
method for reducing the slag.· He has had as much as 
·25,000 · pounds of metal in the ftirnace, and his initial 
charge is usually 14,000 pounds. 

. . 

The original regulators contr6lling _the electrode 
hoist - ~motors were · 11 Thury" walking beams, but these proved 
too slow in operation, and were replaced by the General 
Electric regulators, the wiring diagram f .or whi·ch is given 
on General Electric Drawing No. 31666, in the pocket in 
the back of this book. * 

The neutral s witch is no lo!lg~r used; for the 
reason that the .plates are burned off or are so covered 

. with th.e lining of the furnace that , they are no longer 
effective. If properly maintained, .·this neutral sv:i tch 
is abenef~cial fact9r in the fµrnac~ operation. 

-i~ Original pri!lt's about 24't by 36". Prints secured 
are 8~" by 11", and are attached herewith. 
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IRON WIRE TEST 
ON 

OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY CIRCUIT. 

September, 1918. 

On account of the excessive voltage fluctuation 
caused by the steel furnace at the fact6;ry of the Ohio 
Steel Foundry Co., it was suggested by Mr. W~E.Moone of 
the W.E.Moore & Company, manufacturers of the furnace, 
that we install in this line a section of iron wire for 
_the purpose of producing a large voltage drop at the 
furnace ·peaks, and to limit the supply of power draw!l by 
the furnace. . From the data take!l, Mr·. Moore is to design 
a reac ta..Ylce to be installed in the furnace circuit, at the 
plant of the Ohio Steel Foundry Co. The effe"ct of the 
iron wire will, of course, be quite different from that 
of a reactor of the same impedance, on account of the high 
losses in the wire and the practical absence of losses 1 in 
the reactor, but it was felt by Mr. Moore that the test 
would give him the necessary d?-ta. 

The assumptions made for this purpose were as 
follows:-

Peak on the furnace 1500 K.W. at 75% P.F. 
Average load- 900 K. W., at 75% P.F. . 

The respective line currentssat the above loads are 
175 and 105 amperes. 

The accompanying sketch .. snows the connections 
used and indicates the ~eadings w~ich were to be taken. 
The test was run in the evening ~fter the normal power load 
was off, and therefore the operation, as far as the turbines 
are concerned, was not typical, ·of the. normal operation 
du.ri::ig the day, but the readings take!l gave the li!le 
and furnace -characteristics in very good shape. 

The aim was to produce 1000 volts drop per line 
at a·pea.k load- of I~5aamperes, or 1732 volts per phase. 
The power factor for the section of iron wire was assumed 
tb be 100%, and the line power f~ctor.to be 75%. 

Since no adequate data on iron wire were available, 
a preliminary labaratory ytest was made· 6n three different 
sizes of iron wire. The data taken are shown on the sheet · 
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headed uTest of Iron Wire", and dated August 16, 1918. 
From this data and the calculations shown on the next sheet, 
it was decided to use approximately 1250 feet of No. 6 
American Wire Gage black annealed iro!l wire. The current 
in this laboratory test was obtained by inv~rting a current 
transformer. 

In the test as actually run, 1185 feet of this No. 
6 wire was .used. The diameter by actual measureme!lt was 
192 mils. The data obtained was somewhat disappointing 
f~om the point of view of exac~ calculations, in that the 
extremely rapid fluctuation made it impossible to obtain 
coincident readings. · Most of the readers were inexperi~ 
enced, also. However, Mr. Moore expressed himself as · 
satisfied with the test, and it was possible to obtain 
the necessary general data and information from it. 
Readings were taken of high-tension voltage on.one phase, 
current i!l all three legs, K~W. suppiied, .and voltage 
drops across all three sections of iron wire~ A complete 
set of wattmeter readings in the engine room .on 4he panel 
supplying the Rockway Substation were taken; reading time, 
and low, high, and average K.W. On account of the fact that 
the readings were not of use, they are not reproduced here. 
About one hundred complete readings were taken. 

Comparison of the voltage charts for the operation 
without and with the iron wire inserted shows no improve-
ment, but this was not to be expected, because the con-
_di tions of operat1on were so entirely different. The iron 
wire imposed a greater K.W. load upon the turbine, causing 
a wider range of operation of the governor. 

The operation at the foundry was reported by 
Mr. Moore and Mr. Harvey (Works Manager) to be greatly 

·improved, although. of course, the excessive ·"drop .in volt-
age over the iron wire made their motor ~peration bad. 

An · inves·tigation of -the data take!l showed that . 
calculations wer~ impractical, and the test is of value · 
chiefly from the actual observation of the conditions and 
·behavior of the plant and ·furnace while· it was being run. 
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As soon as the reactors are installed, a set of 
readings will be taken to check up the voltage drop ac~oss 
them at different currents. At this writing, the new General 
Electric regulators are i _n service, a."1.d are giving consider-
ably better results . than the Thury. regulators. 



Sample No . .. 1 

TEST OF IRON WIRE 
Aug. 16, 1918. 

Annealed, black, 3-foot length. 
Diameter 175 mils, Ro~bling _Gage No. 7 

A.L11PERES (X50) 
3.1 

VOLTS 
'. 2c;:_05 . 

REMARKS 

Sample No. 2 

2.5 
2.3 
2.2 
2.17 

2.15 
2.2 
2. 23· 
2.24 

Wire became hot 
enough to"sizzle"with 
moisture. -

Annealed, black, 3-foot length. 
Diameter 192 mils, Roebling Gage No. 6 

-
AMPERES(X50) VOLTS 

1.9 
2.0 ' 

REMARKS 
3.75 
3.1 
3.0 
2. 75· 
2.45 
3.6 
3.1 
·2. 9 
2.55 

2.0 
2.0 
2.08 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 

Wire became smoking 
hot . . 

·sample No. 3 ~Galv., 3-foot length. 
Diameter 204 mils, B.W.G. No. 6 

AiviPERES ( X50 ) 
3.1 
3.0 
2.9 
3~8 
3.1 
2.85 
2.6 
2.45 

VOLTS 
1.1 
1.15 
1.2 
2.05 
2.15 
2. 2. 
2.25 
2.29 

REMARKS 

Wire became hot 
enough to melt-
gal vaniz ing 'and turn 
blue. 



CALCULATIONS 

Sample' No. l 

Amperes under steady conditions- 50 X 2.17: 109 
Volts drop per foot- 0.75 
Feet to give 1000 volts drop 1 at 109 amperes- 1350 

Sample. No. 2 

Amperes under steady conditions- 50 X 2.55: 127.5 
Volts drop per foot- 0.67 
Feet to . give 1000 volts· drop at 127.5 amperes- 1500 

Sample No. 3 

Amperes under steady conditions- 50 X 2."45= 122.5 
Volts drop per foot- 0.763 
Feet to give 1000 volts drop at 122.5 .amperes- 1300 

Sample No. 1 will 
u u 2 u 
ti II 3 U 

fuse 
" u 

at about 225 amperes. 
It " 2 65 . 11 . 

. " ti 29 0 u 

Estimated amount of wire required to give 1000 volts 
drop at 175 amperes:-

Length Weight 

Sample No. 1 800 ft. 66.2 Lbs. 
Sample No. 2 1000 97. 3 · 
Sample No. 3 850 96.0 

- - - - - - -- -
Use , 1250 feet of Sample No. 2 • . If this proves to be 

too much, lengths can be readily shorted out. This makes 
a total for three lengths of 3750 feet or 365 pounds •. . 

' 
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OBSERVATION AND TEST OF ELECTRIC FURNACE 
AT 

OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY CO. , . 
SPRINGFIELD1 ,0. 

The following set 0f data was taken in order to 
determine whether it. w.ere possible to improve the con-
ditions of operation of the electric furnace with respect 
to the power plant: · 

Previous to . the installation of the external 
reactanee coils, the voltage fluctuation at the plant 
was very serious. Readings were taken at the foundry 
of total time for the heat, K.W.H. consumed, and the 
component sparts of the charge .. - ReadinSs were taken at 
the plant .of maximum, minimum, . and average K.W. load 
during the period of each heat, _and record made of the 
machines in service. A study of the recording voltmeter 
charts was made to determine . the characteristics of the 
heat during. its entire period. 

The readings of K.W.H. consumed for the heat 
are not at all accurate, since on·e · divisio!l of the lowest 
dial on the watthour meier is 2400 K.W.H. However~ the 
average over .a considerable period of time would, of course, 

·give :. the K. W. H. perttdn quite accurately. 
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The observations and tests were made over two 
24-hour periods in order to get two complete cycles of 
op~ration and · to observe the characteristics under all con-
ditions, both at the foundry .and at the power plant. · .In 
addition to these two cycles, a numher of readings were take!l 
during succeeding days in completing the study of different 
methods of charging and of adjusting the shunt rheostats 
on the contact-making ammeters. Heats Nos. 9 to 15 in-
clusive include time studies of the complete cycle of 
operations of the furnace, and from the ~eadings taken a 
suggestive bogie for charging the furnace has been pre-
pared. · 

Between Heats Nos. 8 and 9, the reactances were 
installed and their effect studied during the. remainder of 
the heats. 



HEAT NO. 1 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NQ. 240. 

,_ . , Ogt. 15, .1918 •.. , 

Power on 
Power off 

Time 

11:05 A.M. 
1:10 P.M. 
2:05 

K.W.H. Reading 191.5 

Lbs. 
Turnings 695 , 
Springs 300 
Forgings 1765 
Fdy Scrap 2155 
Shells & Rivetsll75 

6090 

CHARGE 

Percent 
11.4 

4.9 
29.0 
35.4 
19.3, 

100.0 

" : tr " 192.2.S· 
K. W. H • ( X2400 ) _,. 0. 7 5 

,1800.00 

50.% Silicon 
80% Ma...Ylgane se 
40% Manga..n.e se 

35 Lbs• 
25 
60 

Bought scrap includes springs, forgings, shells, 
and rivets. Load goes.up momentarily when the manganese 
and silicon are thrown in, on account of the 0 boil". 

Foundry scrap and bought scrap in first, shell 
turnings on top. Turnings are high in carbon. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000). 

Load:- Minimum 
Maximum 
Ave~age 

3600 K.W. 
5150 n 
4500 ti 

Recording Voltmeter:-
Max. swing 9 volts. Start good. First 30 

minutes worst, but not bad. Rest of curve very good. 
Toward end, one or two swings when "mix" was thrown in. 
General character of curve 11 goodu. 

SS 



Power on 
Power off · 

Time 

Turnings 
Springs 
Forgings 

HEAT NO. 2 
OHIO STEEL.FOVNDRY NO. 241 
.. ··. _Oqt .. :_15, 1~18 • ... 

l: 5'5 P. M. ( 
3:55 P.M. 
2:00 

K. W. H . -Re a ding 
'U ti U 

_K. W .H. (X2400) 

CHARGE 

Lbs. 
645 
400. 

Percent 
10.7 50% Silicon 

BO.% Manganese 
40% Ma..n.ga.11e se 

Fdry Scrap 
Shells & Rivest 

1685 
2050 
122ID 
6000 

6.7 
28.l 
34.2 
20.3 No pig. 

100 •. 0 

192.25 
193.00 

0.75 
1800.00 

35 Lbs. 
25 
60 

Foundry scrap in first, then springs, forgings, 
shells, and rivets. Material thrown in. indiscriminately, 

. large and small. Turnings on top. Charge bulky in. com-
.parison to weight.· Leveled off slightly. 

POWER :PLANT 

Machines on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000). 

Load: Minimum 2250 K.W. 
Maximum 5550 K.W. 
Average 3900 K.W. 

Recording Voltmeter:-
Max. swing 13 volts •. First 30 minutes worst. 

Next 10 minutes quite good, followed by bad 15 minutes. 
Rest of curve not bad. Peaks at end when n~ux11 w.ent in. 
General character of curve "bad". 



HEAT NO. 3 
OHIO STEEL FO.UNDRY NO. 242 

Oct. 15, 1918 .. 

Power on 4:35 P.M. 
Power off 66~50 P.M. 

Time 2:15 

K.W.H. Reading 
n tt u 

K. W. H. ( X2400 ) 

193.0 
. 193.8. 

0.8 
1920. 0 ' 

Turnings 
Springs 
Forgings 
Fdry Scrap 
Shells & Rivets 

Lbs.' 
680 
400 

2000 
2100 ,,, 
1230 -
6~10 

CHARGE 

'Percent 
10.6 

6 .·2 
31.2 
32!f8' 
19.2 

100.0 

50% Silicon 
80% Ma."rlga.l'le se 
40% Ma.llgarie se 

Pig - 30 Lbs. 

Foundry scrap and bought scrap in first. 

35 Lbs. 
25 
60 

Shell turnings on top. Considerable fine stuff in 
bought scrap, as well as some pieces larger than· usual. 
Bulk considerably less than before. Charge fairly level. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on~ No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000) 

Load:- Minimum· 
Maximum 
Average 

1900 K.W. 
4150 II 

3000 ft 

Recording Voltmeter:-
Max. swing 14 volts. First 40 minutes bad, 

followed by sudden settling down to fairly good curve. 
Swings at e!ld show when umix" w~nt in. General character 
of curve "badu. 

fol 



Power on 
Power off 

Time 

HEAT NO. 4 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 243 

Oct. 15, 1918. 

7:53 P.M. 
9:53 P.M. 
2:00 

Lbs. 

K.W.H. Reading 
tt ti ti 

K. W • H •. ( X2400 ) 

CHARGE 

Percent· 
12.1 

193.8 
194.55 

0.75 
1800.00 

Turnings 745 
Springs 400 
Forgings 1685 

6.5 
27.4 
33.4. 
20.6 

50% Silicon 
· 86% Me_YJ.ganese 

40% Ma..YJ.ganese 

35 Lbs. 
25 
60 

Fdry Scrap 2040 
Shells & Rivets 1265 No pig 

~ 6135 100.00 
/ 

Foundry scrap of sprangly, spindling pieces, 
fairly uniform. Bought scrap largely small, compact 
material. Spr!ngs of varying sizes. 

. Nearly all of foundry scrap in before any of 
bought scrap (except springs) was started.· Springs in 
near end of foundry scrap.· _ F<;mndry sc~ap_ bulky. Foundry 
scrap placed,toward front of furnace. filurnings started in 
when bought scrap was about 2/3 in.· .Bought ·scrap small 
and compact. Surface of charge reasonably level. Turn-' 
ings about 2/3 in by time bought scrap was all in. Charge 
bulkier than preceding one, on.account of foundry scrap. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000). · 

Load:- Minimum 
Maximum 
Average 

1750 K.W. 
3700 K.W. 
2700 K.W. 

Recording Voltmeter:-
. Max. swing 7 volts. First .50 minutes worst, 

but not bad. Swings at end, when"mix" went in. General 
character of 'curve 11 good 11

• 

6Z 



Power on· 
Power off 

Time 

HEAT NO. 5 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 244 

Oct. 15/16, 1918. 

10:57 P.M. 
12:53 A.M. 
1:56 

CHARGE. 

K. W. H. Readmng 
K.tt II " 

K. VV.H. (X2400) 

194.55 
195.35 

0.8 
1920.0 

Turnings 
Springs 
Forgings 

Lbs. 
740 
400 

1740 
2425 

750 

Percent 
12.2 

6.6 
28.8 
40.0 
12.4 . 

50% Silicon 
80% Manganese 
40% Ma.'.Ylga."YJ.ese 

·35 Lbs. 
25 
60 

Fdry Scrap 
Shells &· Rivets No pig. 

.,.., . Foundry .scrap largely of small, compact pieces. 
Bought scrap somewhat bulky and sprangly. Large percentage 
of springs large. · 

Bought and foundry ,scrap all in at once. Springs 
all in at start. Foundry scrap all in when bought scrap 
was about half in. Turnings started in about time foundry 
$Crap was all in. Bought scrap all in when tunnings were 
about 2/3, in. Top layer of turnings.. Surface. of. charge 
not very,- peaked toward front. Charge comp~ct, not bulky. 

Rheos changed from Pt. 8 to 3 during latter 
part of heat. Oper1ated at i -taps at end of run, waiting 
for ladle. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on~ No. 1.(50000 and No. 2 (2000). 

Load- Minimum 1500 K.W. 
Maximum · 2500 K.W. 
Average 1900 K.W. 

Recording Voltmeter:-
. Max. swing 15 volts. 13 volt swing at end 

when "mix" went in. Gurve bad all along~ Last 50 
minutes, however, much better than previous part. 
General character of curve "badu. 



Power om 
Power off 

Time 

HEAT NO. 6 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 245 

Oct. 16, 1918. 

1:51 A.M. 
3:57 A.M.· 
2:06 

K.W.H. Reading 
" ,ft tt 

K. W .H. (X2400) 

195.35 
196.25 

0.9 
2160.0 

Turnings 
Springs 
Forgings 

Lbs. 
790 
400 

1650 
2370 

875 
6015 

Percent 
12.0 

6.6 
-27.4 
39.4 
14.6 

100.0 

50% Silicon 
80% Manganese 
40% Manganese 

35 Lbs. 
25 
60 

Fdry Scrap 
Shells & Rivets No pig; 

Foundry scra£.Di.~.!..1t~and half compact and 
sprangly pieces. Springs large. Forgings sprangly. 
Shells and rivets c .ompact~ 

Foundry and bought scrap all started in at the 
same time • . · F9undry scrap all in when bought scrap was 
about t in. .. Turnings started in just . before foundry 
scrap was all . in. Turnings a!ld bought scrap finished 
together. 'surface of charge peaked. 

Hea.t finished w.i th rheostats on point 6. 
Operated at half taps at ·end of run while waiting for 
retur!l of ladle. Slag ~ery bad. 

POWER PLANT 

.Machines on- ·No. ·2 ( 2000 )' an?- No. 3 ( 2000). 

Load- Minimum 
Maximum 
Average 

- 2100 
3000 
2500 

Recording Voltmeter:-
. · · Max. swing 20 vol ts. Curve bad all along. 

General character of curve uvery bad". 



Power on 
Power off 

Time 

Turnings 
Springs 
Forgings 

HEAT NO. 7 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 246 

Oct. 16, 1918. 
- - - - -

5 :45 A.M. 
8:11 A.M. 
2:26 

K.W.H. Reading 

Lbs. 
750 
400 

CHARGE 

ti ti ti 

K . W . H. ( X24 00 ) 

50% Silicon 
80% Ma..'1.ganese 
40% Man~a."'1.ese 

Fdry Scrap 
Shells & Rivets 

1813 
2425 
760 

6148 

Percent 
. 12 .. 2 

6.5 
29.5 
39.4 
-l2.4 Pig iron 

- 108.0· 

196.25 
197.10 

0.85 
204;0.0 

35 Lbs • 
25 
60 

40 

Foundry scrap of large pieces, half and half 
compact and sprangly. Spr1ngs large. Forgings large 
and sprangly. Heat should shovi especially the effect of 
large, bulky scrap. 

· Foundry and bought.scrap all in together. 
Turnings started in when scrap was about 2/3 in. Bought 
and Foundry scrap finished together. Charge peaked and 
toward front. Scrap and turnings finished together. 

Har~ to get heat up at end of run. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000) 

Load- Minimum 2200 
Maximum 4900 
Average 3500 

~ecording Voltmeter:-
Max. swing 13 volts. First 30 minutes worst. 

Remainder not baQ.. General character of curve "not 
goodu. 

. . 



HEAT NO. 8 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. .247 

Oct. 16, 1918. 

Power on 9:02 A.M. 
Power off/ (not recorded) 

K.W.H. Reading 197.1 
" " " (not recorded). 

Turnings 
Springs 
Forgings 
Fdry Scrap . 
Shells & Rivets 

Lbs. 
670 
400 

1635 
2030 
1150 

CHARGE 

Percent 
11.4 
6.8 

27.8 
·3405 
19.5 . 

50% Silicon 
80% Manganese 
40% Ma.Ylga.'Ylese 

No pig 

35 Lbs. 
25 
60 

Bought scrap half and half large and small, 
compact and sprangly. Springs unusually large and heavy~ 
Foundry scrap exira large, sprangly a~d-bulky. This heat 
also should sho~ · effect of large, bulky scrap. 

Foundry: scrap sjmrted in. first-, then springs. 
Foundry scrap practically all in before bought scrap 
(except springs) was started. Charge bulky. All scrap 
in before turnings were added. Charge peaked and .near 
front. · 

POWER PLANT 
' Machines on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000). 

Load- Minimum 
Maximum 
Average 

4000 K.W. 
5600 u 
"5400 ti 

Recording Voltmeter:-
. · Max. swing 12 volts. Start good. First 30 

mintites worst. Remainde~ not bad. General character 
of curve "not good 11

• 



Power on 
Power off 

Time 

HEAT NO. 9 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 309 

Oct. 25, 1918. 

lill:34 A.M. 
2:20 P.M. 
2:46 

K.W.H. Reading 
ti If u 

K. W. H. (X2400) 

CHARGE 

247.75 
248.50 

0.75 
11800.0 

Turnings 
Forgings 
Fdry Scrap 
Shells & Rivets 

Lbs. 
650. 

1760 
2340 
1345 
6095 

Percent 
10.7 
28.9 
38.4 
22.0 

50% Silicon · 
80% Ma.nganese 
40% Ma.nga.nese 
No pig. 

30 Lbs. 
35 
60 

100.0 

Foundry scrap average. Bought· scrap heavy 
and compact, with a number of large pieces. Foundry 
scrap in first, .nearly all in before bought .scrap was 
started. Foundry scrap fairl.y well leveled off in 
bottom. Shells, forgings and rivets all in together. 

· Scrap all in before turnings were started. 

Rhees on point 10. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000) 

Load- Minimum 2600 
Maximum 4700 
Average 4000 

Recording Voltmeter:-
Max. swing 9 volts. First 40 minutes worst, 

followed by 40 minutes fairly good, after which conditions 
suddenly settled down to "very goodu. Operation very 
much better than before reactors were installed. 
General character of curve "·badn. 



Power on 
Power o:ff 

Time· 

HEAT NO. 10 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 310 

Oct. 25, 1918. 

3:¢1 P.M. 
5:40 P.M. 
2:39 

K.W.H. Reading 
n u n 

K.W.H. (X2400) 

CHARGE 

248.5 
249.3 

0.8 
1920.0 

Turnings 
Forgings 
Fdry Scrap 
Shells_& Rivets 

Lbs. 
710 

2130 
2025 
1735 
6600 

Percent 
10.8 
32.3 
30.6 
26.3 ' 

50% Silicon 
BO.% Manganese 
40% Manga."tlese 

30Lbs. 
35 
60 

No ___ pig.-· 
100.0· 

Foundry scrap large and s.prangly. Bought 
scrap cpmpac:b. ~· Shells and rivets mixed. 

roundry scra~ started in first. All in before 
bought scrap started in. Bought scrap in without dis"':' 
erimi~ation as to size. Turnings in last. Charge rather 
bulky. Some of large pieces of botight scrap near top. 
Surface leveled off slightly. 

Rheos on point 10. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000). 

Load- Minimum 3200 
Maximum 4900 
Average 4100 

Recording Voltmeter:-
Max. swing 7 volts. _ First 30 minutes worst, 

f9llowed by 45 minutes fair, remainder quite good. 
General character of curve 11 not good". 



Power on 
Power off 

HEAT NO. 11 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 311 

/ Oct. 25, 1918. 

6:22 P.M. 
8:41 P.M. 
2:19 

K.W.H. Reading 
ti fl ft 

K. W .·H. (.X2400) 

·CHARGE 

249.3 
250 .. l 

'0.8 
1920.0 

Turnings 
Forgings 
Fdry Scrap 
Shells & Rivets 

Lbs. 
685 

1740 
2075 
1730 
6230 

Percent · 
11.0 
27 •. 9 
33.3 
27.8 

50% Silicon 
80% Manganese 
49% Manganese 

35 Lbs. 
35 
60 

Ore~ 30 
100.0 

Foundry scrap large, with many heavy, compact 
pieces. Bought scrap rather fine and compact. 

Foundry scrap practically all in before bought 
scrap was· started. Turnings started in before scrap was 
finished, so that the two finished together.. This heat 
should show especially the effect of having large pieces 
at the top. Several large pieces were exposed on top. 
Charge not leveled .. 

At end of heat, while waiting for return of 
ladle, power was put on again; carbons broke through 
heavy slag and ammeters hung in corner for several sec-
onds, before carbons were lifte?- out of bath. · 

Rheos on point 7. 

POWER P~ANT 

Machines on- No~ I (5000) and No. 3 (2000). 

Load- Minimum 
Maximum 
Average 

3200 K.W. 
4200 ff 

' 3800 11 

Recording Voltmeter:-
Max. swing 10 volts. First 35 minutes very 

bad, remainder only fair. Geheral character of curve 
· "bad". 

b9 



HEAT NO. 12 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 312 

Oct. 25, 1918. 

Power on 9:46 P.M. 
Power off 11:54 P.M. 

2:08 

K.W.H. Reading 
·u u u 

K. W. fl. (X2400). 

CHARGE 

250.l 
250.9 

0.8 
1920 .o. 

Turnings 
Forgings 
Fdry Scrap . 
Shells & Rivets 

Lbs. 
1045 
1775 
2295 

Per.cent 
17.4 
29.5 
38.2 
14.9 

90%_ Silicon 
80% Ma..n.ga.'11.e se 
40% Manga.lle se 

35 Lbs. 
30 
60 

895 
6010 100.0 

Ore 30 

Foundry scrap rather sprangly, with a few heavy, 
compact pieces. Foundry and bought scrap mixed together 
on floor. Bought scrap rather bulky and sprangly 1 with 
large amount of fine, compaut material. 

Foundry scrap and bought scrap started in to-
gether, with.no discrimination as to size. Turnings started 
when scrap was about half in. Scrap finished slightly 
·ahead of tunnings. Charge not leveled. Large pieces 
of scrap near top. This heat should show especially the 
effect of large pieces near the top. 

Rheos on point 7. 
Power on for short time at end, holding heat 

while waiting for return of ladle. 
Night man says he gets heat out in two hours or 

a little more be,·cause he peal{s charge and keeps it away 
from charging door. He also shifts the rheas, which may 
be the main reason. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on- No. 1 ( 5000) a!ld No.· 3 ( 2000). 

Load- Minimum 
Maximum 
Average 

2200 
3000 
2600 

Recording Voltmeter:-
Max. swing 5 vol ts. Curve. quite uniform through-

out duration. General character of curve "very goodu. 

70 



Power o:n 
Power off 

HEAT NO .. 13 
- OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 313 

Oct. 26, 1918 

1:02 A.M. 
3:06 A.M. 
2:04 

K.W.H. Reading 
K.W.H. Reading 

· K. W .H. (X2400) 

CHARGE 

250.9 
251.8 

0.9 
2160.0 

Turnings 
Forgings 
Fdry Scrap 
Shells & Rivets 

Lbs .. 
1170 
1.930 
2065 

Percent 
19.3 
31.9 

·34.1 
14.7 

100 .-o 

50% Silicon 
80% Manganese 
40% Manganese 

35'Lbs. 
30 
60 

895 
6060 

or·e 30 

Foundry scrap rather compact, ·with some large 
pieces. Bought scrap mixed large and small. Bought and 
foundry ·scrap mixed together on floor. 

. Foundry scrap aridi 'bought_ scrap started in to-
gether,· with no discrimination as to size of material. ~ 
Turnings started-in when scrap was about2/3 in. the two 
finishing together. Largecpieces of scrap near top, as 
before. Charge near front. No leveling dorte!, 

. Rheas started at point 7 and advanced by steps 
to point 3 during latter part of heat .• 

POWER PLANT · 

Machines on- No.?l. (5000) and No. 3 (2000) until 2:30, 
. No .. 1 alone after that. 

Load- Minimum 
Maximum 
Aver·age 

2000 
2500 
2200 

Recording Voltmeter:- · 
Max.r swing 7.5 vblts. · Curve quite uniform 

throughout duration of heat.. General character of curve 
"not good". 
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Power on 
Power off 

HEAT NO. 14 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 314 

_ Oct. 26, 1918. 

3: 40::~!A~ M. 
5:39 A.M. 
1:59 

Lbs. 

K.W.H. Reading 
u u ti 

K. W. H. ( X2400 ) 

CH .. t\.RGE. 

251.8 
252.7 

0.9 
2160.0 

Turnings 1125 
Forgings 1985 
Fdry Scrap 1980 

Percent 
18.7 
32.9 
32.8 
15.6 

50% Silicon -
80% Man.ga.~e se. 
40% Manganese 

. 35 Lbs • . 
30 
60. 

Shells & Rivets 945 
.. 6035 100.0 

Foundry scrap sprangly, bulky. Bought scrap 
mixed odds and ends, with considerable fine stuff. Bought 
and foundry scrap mixed together on floor. 

Foundry scrap and bought scrap all started in 
together. Turnings started in when scrap was about i in. 
Scrap and turnings finished together. No leveling done. 

Rheos at 3 an start. Set back to 5,6, and 7 
during middle of heat. Finished at 3. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on- No. 1 (5000) 

Load- Minimum 
Maximum 
Average 

2350 
3000 
2700 

Recording Voltmeter:-
Max. swing 5 vol ts. F'irst 20 minutes worst·, 

but not at all bad. At end of that. time.,. curve suddenly.· 
settled dow!l to a swing of about 2 volts, and continued 
good during the duration of the heat. General character 
of curve "very good". 

7Z 



Power on 
Power off 

Time 

HEAT NO. 15 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 315 

.Oct. 26, 1918. 

6:45 A.M. 
8 :·59 A. M. 
2:14 

Lbs. 

K.W.H. Reading 
1t 1J 1t 

K. W. H. ( X2400 ) 

·cHARGE. 

252.7 
253.5 

0.8 
1920.0 

Ttirfiihgs 1210 
Forgings 2055 · 
Fdry Scrap ·2070 

Percent 
19:4 
33~0 
33~ 2 . 

50% s11 i c·on · ·· 
so%_ Efanganese 
40% Mar,iganese 

- 35Lbs. 
·30 
60 

Shells & Rivets 895 . 14:4 
6230 100.0 

Fottnd~y sdrap - §prartgIY~ ·· B6ttght strap mi~ed· 
large and small. . Both. scraps mixed· together · on floor. 

Large foundry scrap· in· first · • . Bought scrap 
started in before foundry s·crap ·was 'finished• Scrap all 
in before turnings were s~arted." Charge .piled. up in front· 
of dbor. Leveled off slightly. Rheos started at poi!it 8, 

. ·changed to 6. in a fe\v minutes. Back· to ff . again in a fevr . 
more ininu te s. :Furnce operated . 1-phase from 7 : 07 to 7 : 14, 
and from 7..: 22 to 7: 26. · · Power· off ·furrtaee · from 7: 26 to · 
7:34. ·. Rheas set at 6 at 7:53, at·5·at 7:56, at 4 at 8:04, 
at 3 at 8:30. Heat ready at 8:55, waited 4 minutes for 
ladle. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on- No. l (5000). 

Load- Minimum 
Maximum 
Average 

4200 
5700 
4900 

Recording Voltmeter~~ 
Max. swing 6- vol ts. - ·At · enc\ . ~ of 90 ·minutes, 

ctir~~ suddenly settled dbWn td.conditidn ~l~d~t ~~ ~teady 
as when furnace load is 'hot on. General character of 
curve " good"~ 



F..EAT NO. 16 
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY.NO. 328 

Oct. ?9, 1918. 

Power on · 8:17 A.M. 
Power off 10:12 A.M. 

1:55 

Turnings 
Forgings 
Fdry Scrap 
Shells & Riv.ets 

Lbs~ 
620 

2030 
1975 
1440 
6065 

K.W.H. Reading 
ti u 11 

K. 'VI. H. (X2400) 

CHARGE. 

Percent 
10~·2 
33~5 
32~5 
23·:s 

loo·.o 

Turnings· a.11 in on.top . 
. . Rhees started at point 8 •.. --

263~7 
264~3 

- 0~6 
1440.0 

" advanced to n 6 at 8: 44 
tt II U 11 11 5 1t 9 : QQ . 
u u u n u . 4 n 9 : 15 
n u n 11 u 3 tt g : 34 

G-2 d~mands:- 960,1120,1380,1344,1440,1504,1216. 

POWER PLANT 

Machines on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 2 (2000) • . 

Load: - Minimum ·3900 
Maximum 5000 
Average 4500 

Recording Voltmete~~- · 
· · · Clock · stopped"aft-er 40- ininutes· ·:ru.n ·· 0r heat~ · · · · 

Max. reconded swing ?'volts. General character of curve 
"bad". 
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HEAT NO. 17 
GHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. 338 

Oct. 30, 1918 

Power on 
Power off 

Time 

Turnings 
Forgings 

11:24.A.M. 
1:42 P.M. 
2:18 

Fciry Scrap 
Shells & Rivets 

Lbs. 
695 

2010 
1765 
1661 
6130 

K.W.H. Reading 
u u 11 .. 

K.W. H. (X2400) 

CHARGE . . 

Perce!lt 
11:3 
32~8 
28~8 
27~1 

100.0 
- ·1 . . -

271~4 
272~ 2 

0.8 
19,20. 0 

Foundry scrap-large, heavy; compact •. Bought 
scrap small and· compact. 

Foundry scrap started in first. ·. Bought scrap 
mixed in with it. Turnings started .before -bought scrap 
was all in, bought scrap finishing slightly- ahead 06 
turnings. Charge peaked ne~r. fron~ of furnace. 

Rheas started at ,point 8. 
n advanced to n 7 at 11:49 
u u ti It ti 6- u 12:03 
It · U tJ u u 5 ff 12:21 
1t u tt u 11 4 tt 12 ::33 
1t n 11 11 II 3 11 12:47 

·unusually .heavy slag caused trouble· and delayed 
heaL Power off furnace from 1:25 to 1 ":27, from 1:29 to 
1:33. 

:P011IBR PLANT 

Machin~s on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000). 

Load- Minimum 3500 
Maxirrnim 5000 
Average 4·300 

Recording Voltmeter1-
Max. swring; 6 volts. · - - No swing ·over 4 vmlts after 

first 20 minutes. General character of curve 11 good". 
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HEAT NO. 18 -
OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY NO. ;$~6 

Oct. 31, 1918. 

Power on 
Power off 

.Time· 

Tu~nings 
Forgings 

12:30 P.M. 
2:18 P.M. 
1:48 

Fdry Scrap 
Shells.& Rivets 

Lbs. 
785 

2055 
2280 
1095 
6215 

K .-w. H. Reading 
K.W.H. Reading 

K. 'VJ. H. (X2400) 

CHARGE. 

Percent 
12~6 
33~1 
36:7 
17:6 

100.0 

277~9 
278~6 

0~7 
1680.0 

Foundry scrap compact, heavy, with s·om.e large 
pieces. Bought scrap· miscellaneous, with a large number 
of heavy tube ends and considerable fihe·stuff: 

·Foundry scrap started- in first~ Bought-scrap 
started in ··\vhen· foundry -scrap Was 90% i!i"; · Tilrnihgs started 
i!i" When· oought·· scrap· was· 75%-~in: ToJ;f .. coat of ttirningso 
Charge distributed over.bottom of furnace, but not leveled. 
Toward front of furnace~ 

-Rheas started at point 8 
" advanced to " 7 at 
ti n U U ff 6 II 

ff ft ti 

tt ti " u 1t n 

u 
f1 1t 

. tt fl 

POWER PLANT 

5 - ff 

4 ft 

3 ff 

12:58 
1:12 
1:26 
1:35 
1:43 

Machines on- No. 1 (5000) and No. 3 (2000). 

Load- Minimum 
Maximum 
Average 

3100 
5000 
4200 

Recording Voltmeter:-
Max swing 8 volts. Max. swing first hour 6 voltso 

8 volt swing at 70-mintites. Only four· swing over 4 volts. 
General character of curve "very goodu. 



TIME-STUDY 
FOR 

CHARGING ELECTRIC FURNACE 
AT 

OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY. 

Oct. 25/26, 1918. 

PULLING 
SLAG, WT.OF NO.MEIR TIME FOR 

HEAT NO. POURING REPAIRING CHARGING CHARGE CHARGING HEAT 

9-309 4 9 20 6095 '5 2:46 
10-310 3 14 23 6600 5 2:39 
11~311 4 19 18 6230 6 2:19 
12-312 22 25 18 6010 4 2:08 
13-313 32 21 14 6060 4 2:04 
14-314 - 8 16 10 6035 5 1:59 
15-315 24 19 22 6230 5 2:14 

' - . --·· ··~ ~ . . 

Tentative bog le for complete cycle 
5 15 15 6000 4 2:00 

The time for pbti~ing-fo~ heats No. 12; 13 , and 
15 was long, because it wa.s necessary to make tvrn trips 
with the ladle. Note.that pouring, and-pulling slag and 

· repairing, are for previous heat to one given. . . . ~ 

Note- that charge· for heat Nb;-14 was ~ade ift 10. 
minutes. The actual time was a few seconds over 9:30. 

Abov~e bogie would give 9. 3 heat·s per 24 hours. 
Allowing for delays and accident·s·, an average of nine heats 
seems possible. The furnace is rated at 10 heats per day 
by its makers. 

NOTE:- The record fort~:~~furnace.to March 1/1920, 
about 16 ·months subsequent. 'to the date of preparing this 
report, is ten 6000-pound heats in 11 hours· and 55 minutes. 
This-marked saving in t1me has been effected-in several 
ways~ notation of which is made in the preface. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Following the foregoing tests and . observations, 
the following points have been noted and conclusions 
drawn from them:-

Near the end of ~ach heat there will be noted 
.on the recording voltmeter chart a few individual swings 
of c6nsiderably greater magnitude tha.11 the re st of the 
curve. about ' them. These are due to the boiling up · of the 
metal into contact with the electrodes when the silicon, 
manganese, pig . iron or ore is thrown into the furnace. · 
These p~kks cannot, o~ course, be avoided • .. 

bThe reactors have limited the momentary peaks 
very noticeably, and have greatly reduced the voltage 
fluctuation at the plant, and, at the same time, have 
served t.o stabilize conditions so· that by proper . adjust-
ment of :t.he shunt rheostats an the contact-making ammeters, 
tne time of the heat has not been increased over what it 
was formerly: · Wheh first installed, tpere was considerable 

. objection on the part of the Foundry Compa..11.y, because the 
heat time was prolonged one-half hour or even more. It .was 
·found, however, that by the aforesaid adjustment of the 
shunt rheostats 1

:. : · .:~ this time could be brought down to 
twp hours instead of two and a half ·hours or two hours and 
forty minutes, without in any way impai ri!lg the pla.'Ylt . 
opera ti on. As nearly as ca.YJ. be determined, the reactors 
have reduced the power factor very little,- probably not 
more than 2 or 3%. As far as the foundry motors are con-
cerned, the operation is markedly better, since the ampli-· 
tude of the voltage fluctuation has been greatly reduced, 
and · it has been noted that the motors are ·running much 
cooler than before the reactors were installed. ·It is 
difficult to determine just what effect the reactors have 
had upon the plant· peak, but they have··. 6ertainly reduced 
the momentary peaks and the rapid fluctuation in power and 
voltage upon the turbo-alternators. 

During the last ten heats, a study was made of 
the results to be obtained by adjustment of the shunt 
rheostats on ~he contact-making ammeters. The function of 
these,..rheostats, ·as shown o~ General . Electric Drawing No • 
. 31566 (see pocket in back of book), is to shunt a portion 
of the . current supplied to the contact-making ammeters by 
the three current transformers mounted iri the se·condary 
busses. Thes contact-making ammeters are adjusted to .. main• 
tain a certain current at the arc, and shunting any portion 
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of this . current tends to increase the total current flowing. 
It was determined that by means of proper adjustment of 
these rheostats, not only could the starting peaks be re-
duced, b.ut also the total time for the heat could be 
reduced, and probably controlled. After approximately the 
first thirty minutes, conditions become quite stable, and 
it is then feasible to begin cutting part of the resistance 
of the rheostats. Following the study made, the accom-· 
panying curve was plotted ·to show the proper method ·of 
adjustment of these rheostats, . as nearly as it could be 
determined for average conditions. . This curve or schedule 
should be carefully followed, in order to give the best 
operation and to reduce the time per heat as much as 
possible.· 

The study 9f the operation indicates that the 
conditions are somewhat more stable with the neutral 
switch closed, a!ld therefore thi-s swi:bch,.-·which is mounted 
on the side of the furnace, should be kept _closed, except, 
of course, when samples are being taken. 

By observing this schedule, the operation should 
be such that th~ maximum voltage fluctuation indicated upon 
the plant re·cording voltmeter is not· more than 6 volts dur-
ing the days.arid ~vening when the normal load is 'comparative-
ly large and Machine No. 1 (5000 K.W.) is in use. The 
fluctuation is still quite seri6us at night when ~ · fuhe 
normal load is light and the two small machines (2000 K~W. 
each) are in use. The trouble seems to be more with the 
use of the small machines than.with the size of the normal 
load. 

The effect of the reactors and of a proper 
manipulation of the rheostats will be to reduce materially 
the wear and strain upon the equipment of . the Ohio Steel 
Foundry Company, as well as upon the equipment o·f the 
Power Company, and since the time per hea·t has not been 
increased, the reactors are a benefit to both compa.Yl.ies. 

As far as the maximum demand is concerned, it is 
approximately the same as before the reacto~s were in~talled, 
due to the fact that : whereas the momentary peaks are less, 
the stabilized conditions have resulted in a more continu-
ous use of power over the 15-minute interval •. However, the 
demand ·is less than it would be if the react~rs had not been 
ihstalled and at . the same time the adjustment of the shunt 
rheostats were carried out. 

~·see page 48 
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A test was made of the voltage and current on 
one of the reactance coils, and from the readings taken, 
the impedance· calculated. It will be noted on the 
curtie, plotted from_these readings, that the line, if 
drawn according to the values plotted, would not pass 
throught the zero point. The explanation of' this is that 
the iron frame and pipe work' from which the coils are 
suspended act as a core which becomes saturated at a very 
low current value. 

The main object of the study, as originally out-
lined, namely that of the proper method of charging the 
furnace, was somewhat obscured by the discovery that the 
results desired were to be obtained by the adjustment of 
the rheostats, and as nearly as can be determined, the 
method of charging does not seriously affect the operation. 
In general, however, the following procedure should be 
observed:-

Place large, heavy foundry scrap in the 
bottom. When the foundry scrap is about half in, 
start in the bought scrap, and when the bought scrap 
is about half in, start in the turnings, so that when 
the bought scrap.is about all in; about two-thirds 
of the turnings will remain to be thrown in. 

The idea is to keep all heav·y and large material in the 
bottom.and gradually grade the charge so that the fime 
material is at the top. It is not necessary to level the 
charge, but as nearly as possible uder the average working 
conditions, it should be distributed over the furnace 
and the central peak should be located centrally with 
respect to the eleitrodes. 
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TEST NO. 1 

,Volts Amps. 
(X20) (X50) 

30.0 1.7 
37. 5 2.2 
32.0 1. 8. 
39.0 2.3 
38.0 2.3 
35.0 2.0 
40.0 2.4 
37.0 2.15 
40.0 2.35 
39~0 2.35 
35.0 1.95 
32.5 1.9 
31.0 1.75 
41.0 2.4 
35.0 2.0 
36.0 2.15 
39.0 2.4 
40.0 2o45 

MEASUREMENT OF REACTANCE 
OF 

EXTERNAL REACTORS 
AT 

OHIO STEEL FOUNDRY CO. 
Oct. 25, 1918. 

TEST NO. 

Volts 
(X20) 

41.0 
44.0 
36.D 
02.s 
40.0 
42.0 
47.5 
46.0 
44.0 
64.0 
62.0 
62.5 
52.5 
55.0 
54.0 
61.0 
54.0 
58.0 
50.0 
52.0 
65.0 
61.0 
66.·5 
67.0 
57.5 
53.0 
53.0 
67.5 
52.5 
64.0 
62.5 

2 

Amps. 
(X50) 

2.2 
2.6 
2.0 
1.7 
2.2 
2.3 
2.8 
2.55 
2.4 
4.0 
3.8 
3.8 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.7 
3.3 
3.6 
3.0 
3.15 
3.6 
3.8 
4.0 
4 •. 1 
.3.5 
3.0 
3.0 
4.2 
3o0 
3.9 
3.9 

See attached curve for calcu~ation of 
impedance Z (6.7 Ohms). 
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PREFACE 

This report, covering .the details Of fultte 
proposed supply of energy by the Sp.ringfield Light, 
Heat, & Power Company, Springfield, Ohi.o, to the North-
western Ohio Light Company, at Urban?., Ohio, is given 
exactly as prepared .·for the consideration ef the officials 
of Hodenpyl, Hardy & Company • . Items which are . clear · 
to them may not be so obvious to the casual reader, 
and for tha.t reason the _following explanatory notes 
will be given:-

The initials to be rioted on the cover sheet 
indicate the following officials and employees: 

E.J.B. :... E.J.Bechtel, Vice-President and Chief 
Electrical Engineer, Hodenpyl, Hardy 
& Co., New York City. ~, . · 

F.A.N~ - F.A.Newton, Rate Engineer, Hodenpyl, Hardy 
& Co., Jackson, Michigan. 

•' .~ 

C<W,.J:.;· - C~W.Johnson, New Business Manager, Hodenpyl, 
Hardy & Co., . Ja..ckson, Michigan. 

L.R.P. L.R.Parker, Assistant ' t~ Mr. Johnson, in 
charge of Power Sales~ 

C.H.P. - C.H. Purdy, Cqmmercial Engineer-, Springfield 
·. Light, Heat, & Power Compa.lly, 

Springfield, Ohio. 

In addition tb these, there occur in the body of the 
report the initials C. L W. a.'11.d J. J?. B. , :indicating 
respectively G. I.Weaver, ___ General Manager, , and 
J.BjBronson, Distribution Engineer, of the Springfield 
Light, Heat, & Power Company. · 

On account of the fact -that the Springfield 
company had on hand and idle, 3-400 K.V.A. 2300 to 
13,200 .volt transformers, and because a 13,200 volt line 
could be tied to the Urbana cbmpany's lines without the 
installation of step-down tra..Ylsformers or other equip-
ment, the first plan considered was th~t of the instal-
lation of a 13,200 volt substation and line. The line 
was to be No. 1 B.& S. Gage copper, because- that would 
be the approximate economic size with a lo"ad of 2000 



K.W. at the prevailing power factor and a line voltage 
of- 33,000 (It would be necessary to go to a higher 
voltage than 13,200 when the load increased beyond 1000 
K.W., and 33,000 is standard with the Northwestern Ohio 
Light Company; as well as ~3,200). However, when the 
load becomes 2000 K.W., Urbana would be too important 
to be dependent upon a single transmission l~ne, and an 
additional line over another route, or local _steam 
standby, would be necessary. For that reason, a.~d on 
account of the high price of copper, No. 4 B.& S. Gage 
was decide4 upon,- as was a.ls9 the voltage of 33,000. 
The table .on page 2 shows clearly the reason for this 
choice, from a financial point of view. With the 
estimated increase in load (see page 8), the pointtof 
most economic 0peration of the line would come in 1923. 
It is understood, of-course, that this point of most 
economic operation of the line occurs at the point at 
which the cost of the line losses is equal to the.fixed· 
charges (interest, depreciation, taxes, and insurance) 
on the copper~ 

Gross Revenue includes the total billing 
re_ceipts. Gross· Income includes only the a.mount left 
after the deduction of the Operating Expenses, including 
Maintenance & Clerical, from the Gross Revenue. Gross 
Income mus:ti, therefore, provide .for the items of depre-
cf a tion, taxes, ·insura:nqe, and last and most important 
of all, ·interest on the Investment. Depreciation is 

_·_arbitrarily taken at 4%,. Taxes and Insurance at 2%, and 
return at 8% as .. a minimum. In connection with this, the 
fact CC?nfronts us that 8% is.not an adequate return for 
this class o;g investments. The- table on page 2 sum-
marizes the Gross Incomes from the various ~p~oposed 
plans in percentages of the Total Investment. A per-
centage below 14 indicates a.return of less thap 8%, 
whereas.a percentage above 14 indicates a return .of more, 
than B%, assuming that B%pwaililacmver.Depreciation, Taxes, 
and Insurance. The "Margin", shown on the sheets 
"Details of Load, Investment, Operating Expenses, and 
Revenue", pages 15 to 23, is.the difference between the 
Gross_ Income and the sum of the Operating Expenses and 
14% of.the Investment. In other words, ·it shows the 

· amount available for interest a!ld dividends after the 
accepted minimum of B.% has been secured_. 

The overhead items in the estimates are 
explained by the following extract from Hodenpyl 
H:rfrdy Cil.,cular Letter No. 1147-G: -
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CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATES AND EXPENDITURES 
Overhead Charges 

* * * * * * * * * * * 
Compilation of Construction Estimates -

.A 
Material 

B 
Labor 

1-Total of Detailed Estimate $ $ 

2-Contingencies at rates used 
by your company (10%), com-
puted on l~A and 1-B .. $ $ -----

3-Total ·Estimate for Material 
and Labor $ $ 

4-Injuries & Damages at rates 
outlined in O.L. 1068-B, or 
as amended by special letter, 
computed on 3-B - - · $ 

(6.6% for Transmission) 

5-0ftice & Local Management at 
rates prescr~bed for yorir 
company (4%), computed on 

. 3-A and 3-B . 
(For companies that carry 

this item as an accrued 
account) 

6-Construction Engineering at 
rate prescribed for your com-
pany (6%), as outlined i~ 
C.L. 1147-E or as amended by 
special letter, computed on 
3-A and 3...;B $· -----

7-Total of 3,4,5~ and 6 $ 
8- Interest during Construction 

at rate prescribed for your 
company, as outlined in C.L. 
1103 and 1103-A or. as amended 
by special letter, computed 
on 7-E: and 7-B · $ --------

$ 

$ -----
$ 

$ __ _ 
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·9-Total Estimated Cost $ $ 
NOTE;- Interest is not figured on estimates amounting 
to less than $2500.00, nor for estimates made for work 
which will require less than 60days for execution. 

It is understood throughout the report that 
the energy.sold to the Northwestern Ohio Light Company 
will be metered at the transmission line terminus at 
Urbana, at the ·transmission potential. 

It will be noted on page 11 and in Estimates 
VI and VII, pages 27 and 28, that provision is made for 
the installation of special switches for one transformer 
of the proposed closed'"'."delta bank. The expenditure for 
·this will total about $750.00 for.the 33,<JOO.Vi5lt 
station~ including Labor and the overhead items. That 

· this expenditure is. justified is, proved as follows: -
Tot~l hours per year - - - ·- - - - - 8760 
Hours requiring 3 transformers - - :-:- 2860 

Difference - - ·- - - .:. 5900 
The estimated saving in copper and iron loss, which is 
largely iron loss, will be about 1% of ·the trans~ormer 
rating, or 6.67 K.W. Over the period of a year, this 
will be 6. 67 X 5900, which approximately equal·s 40, 000 
K.W.H. and is the equivalent of $400.00, at the eneJggy 
cost of l~ per K.W.H. delivered to the switchboard. 
This saving justifies an investment of $2860.00, allowing 
14% for Interest, Depreciation, Taxes, and Insurance, or 
yields a. retur21 of .approximately. 55% on the. total cost 
of the extra switches ($750.00)~ _ · 

On the-next.page is given a sample calculation 
of the line drop, showing how the figures in the table 
on page 9 were obtained. This calculation is for the· 
conditions obtaining in 1922. The effect of the charging 
current is negligible and is not considered. Note that 
for ease in calculating the power factor is that at the 
generating end, and the 1 percent drop is.based upon the 
voltage at the same end. Tllie route is by way of Tremont 
and Westville. 
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SAMPLE LINE CALCULATION 

Voltage. at generator end - 33, 000 
Frequency ·60-cycles. Spacing 59 inches. 
Length of li!le ·lB! miles, which equals 97.9 M feet . . 
Total Resistance of one wire- 24. 3 ohms·} fWire No. 4 
Total Reactence of -one wire- 14.8 ohms. lB.& S. Gage. 

·Load 1000 K.W. at 75% power factor. 
Line current obtaining~ 23.3 amperes. · 

I 
Receiver volt~ - '(3 oc 

gg · :~~~i: i/6~~- plus CD2 

E 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 

·,/B 
/ 

. / 
/ 

t,,' 
~ 

"),{: 

OD equals 19050 X 0.75 minus 566; equals . 13734 
CD equals J-9050 sin(cos-1 0.75) minus 345, ~quals 12225 

,,,, 

oc equals 18,400 
Receiver volts 31,900 
P~rcent drop - 3.3 

I 

NOTE:- Results are from slide-rule operation. 

February 14, 1920. 
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SUMMARY OF 
.LOAD,-. REVE~, & INVESTMENT. 

1920 192I:. 

K.W.Demand (est.) 
K . W .. H. Cons • " · 

- ' ' . 750 ' 1850 
2250000 -.. 2550000 · -- -~ 

~(- Gross Revenue:-
Schedule "B" - - $43,500.00 
Schedule "C" 45,200.00 

* Rev. per K. W. ~. . ( in, cents ) : -

Schedule 0 B~' 
Schedule "cJi; ,, ' 

1.93 
2.01 

$49,100.00 
51,000.00 

1.925 
2. OID : 

1922 

1000 
3000000 

1923 

__ 1200 
3600000 

$57,500.00- $68,700.00 
- 59,750.00 71,400.00_ 

1.915 
· I.99. 

1.905 
1.985 

I ; -

l 924 

1450 
4350000 

$82,700.00 
85,960.00 

1.9 
1.975 

~~-Not including sale of energyyto Tremont and Westville. ;F'or 
details · ·of such sale, see pages 2, 23, 24, and 25 • 

. Investment in Substation Equipment and Line by S.L.H.& P. Co.:-
Route via Treµiont .& Westville, not serving them - - -
Route via Tremont & Westville, serving them - - - - -
Ro~te via Erie Railroad right of way - - - - - - - ~ -

- $59, OOOo oo· 
61,000.00 
53,000.00 

33 1 000 volt, No.4 B.& S. Gage Copper line, 3-667 Kva. Tra.Ylsformers. 
Station Investme!lt at $100100 per K.W. of 15-minute demand. 

Erie Route preferred 

(0 
l\) 



TABLE SHOWING GROSS INCOME 
IN PERCENT OF . 

SCHEDULE "Bn :- . 
13200 V -.#1 ~Line via Tremont · 
33000 V.#1 and Westville, but 
33000 V.#4 not serving them. 

7~1 33000 V.#4 Line via Erie R.R. 
?~2 33000 V. #4 " serving Tr em on t 

and Westville. 

s·cHEDULE" c tf ; -

·13200 
33000 
33000 

·~~1 33000 
.;~2 33000 

V.fl ~ine vi~ Tremont · · 
V.#1 and West~ille, .but 
V.#4 ot serving them. 
V.#4 Line via Erie R.R. 
v. #4· 11 se.,rving Tremont 

ahd Westville. 

TOTAL INVESTl\ffiNT . •. 

i920 

12.75 
12.6 
13.5 
14.5 
13.7 

14.0 
13.8. 
14.7 
15.45 
14~95 

!1921 

13.3 
13.25 
14.2 
14.8 
14.'65 . 

14.7 
14.6 
15 •. 5 
1602 
15.95 

1922 

14.0 
14.3 . 
15.05 
15.7 
15.6 

15.4 
15.65 
16. 45 . 
17.2 
16.95 

*l First choice of route. 
... 7~2 Second choice of route. 

Rate Schedule "C" recommended • 

1923 

14.6 
15.35 
15.95 
16.6" 
16.5 

16.1 
16.8 

'17.5 
18.2 
18.0 

Details 
U.924 on page 

15.0 15,16 
16.3 17,18 
16.8 19,20 
17.4 21,.22 
17.25 23,24,25 

16.7 
17.8 
18.4 
19.05 
18.8 

15,16 
. 17;,18 
19,20 
21,22 
23,24,25 

NOTE: - Schedules "B" and ncn apply only to energy sold tt.o .~ the Northwestern 
Ohio Light Company, and not to that sold to Tremont and Westville. 



TABLE OF 
PROPOSED RATE SCHEDULES. 

RATE SCHEDULE 11 1!JJ3 11 
-

$30.00 per K.W. per year- first ioo K.W. of demand, 
25•00 per K.W. per year- next 160 K..W. of demand. 
20.00 per K.W. per year- all over 200 K.W. of demand. 

3. 

li~ per.K.W.H.- first 100 hrs. use per mth. of max. demand. 
1 ~ per K. W .H. -. all over 100 hrs. use. of max.· demand •. 

RATE SCHEDULE ''C" -

$30.00 per K.W. per year- first 100 K.W. of demand. 
25.~0 per J$W~ per year- next 100 K.W. of demand. 
20.00 per K.W. per year-:- all over 2001\K.W. of dema.11d. 

J 

li¢ per K.W.H.- first 100 hrs. use per mth. of max. demand • 
. 18~ per K.W.H.- all over 100 hrs. use of max. demand. 

The maximum demand interval is 15 minutes. 

Note that the demand ch~rge is the same for both rates. 

Schedule 11 C" is recommended. 
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MARKET~ PRESENT AND FUTURE. 

With ·reference to present business, the follow- · 
ing larger companies are taking their power from the · 

. plant at Urbana: -

Greenville Gravel Pit. - Owned by the ~ig 4 
Railroad. Issupplied by a 12-mile, 13200 volt trans- · 
mission line and 3-100 K.W. transformers," and according 
to Mr. Auger, lo·cal Manager at Urbana for the North-
western Ohio Light Company, they e,xpect to . ope;rate three 
more .years in.- the ·"present location. At the end of that -
time, when it it is ·estimated the gravel supply will be 
exhausted, they wil;L probably move to another location 
across the road, an option on which they now hol_d. 

The Desmond &.Stephens Company. - Manufacturers 
o.f

1 
emery wheel dressers, have a connected load of 

10 horsepower. · 

. The United Paper Board Company. x- Are absorbing 
about 100 horsepower. 

The Johnson Manufacturing ·company. - Have 90 
horsepowe'r in motors. 

The Urbana Broom Company. - Have 30 horsepower. 

The Urbana Tool & ·Die Comp~ny. - 30 horsepower. 

The Murphy Lumber Company. - 80 horsepower. 

The Urbana Packing Company. - 150 horsepower. 

The W.B.Marvin Company. - 100 horsepower. 

In addition to the above industries and some 
minor power and the lighting load at Urba!la, the plant 
supp1t·es 13200 volt transmission lin_e,s .supplying the 
following small towns:-

Mechanicsburg Woodst0ck Middleburg 
Catawba North Lewisburg East Liberty 
Mutual Cable , West Mansfield 

Except in the case of North Lewisburg a.YJ.d East 
Liberty, the company does . a retail business. I!l· these 
two towns they whole.sale to a local compa.'Yly. Mr. Auger 
states that they greatly prefer to retail the current 
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them~elves, on account of the fact that in nearly all 
cases the local companies will not push the development 
of their markets 0r the sale of appliances. 

With respect to future business, there is 
considerable room for development. A number of plants are 
at the present time operating with gas engines, and 

5. 

others by steam equipment. The gas situation in this 
section of Ohio is becoming more acute each year, and 
during December and January of·l919 and 1920, rsepectively, 
all factories depending upon gas have suffered from 
the shortage. 

The Howard Paper Company has a steam plant of 
2400 horsepower engine capacity, which pla.Ylt ·they have 
been repairing quite extensively, installing a new stack 
and other equipment. Mr. F.H.Hooper, Vice-President of 
the Northwestern Ohio Light Company, with headquarters at 
Lima, states that 150 horsepower of the Howard Paper . 
Company's load can be secured for central station service 
whenever they have the capacity to handle it. This load 
is· too far removed.from .t~e rest o~ the factory to 
permit line-shaft operat~on. · · 

The Central Glass Company may start operations· 
again, w~th need for.approximately. 100 horsepower. 

The villages of Tremont and Wes;!Jville want 
~ervice, and this fact would be of considerable assistance 
in the ,m'atter of securing right· of way through these 
two towns, in ease it should be decided to build the line 
over that route. 



PLANT DESCRIPTION AND,DATA, 
·URBANA'. 

The power plant at Urbana consists of the 
following major equipment:-

l'....500 K.W. Curtis turbo-alternator, operating condensing 
at a steam pressure of 160 pounds gage and an 
average vacuum of 28 inches. · 

1-250 K.W. Woodsr System alt~rnator, dire~t-driven by a 
Buckeye e·ngine, which is operating non-condens-
ing. 

2-250 hrirsepower hand-fired boilers. 

2~250 K.V.A., 2300 to 13;200 voltj 60-cycle, indoor type, 
oil-insulated, self-cooled, transformer1s. 

Necessary switchboard equipment. 

The ordinary 15-minute. peak load delivered to the 
switchboard is about 550 K.W. The 15-minute peak for 
the period D~cember 1, 1918 te December 1, 1919, was 670 
K. W., and cc.curred at 5;00 P.M. on October 30, 1919. The 
K.W.H. delivered to the switchboard for this period was 
2,081,544, the load factor was 35.4 %; and the coal in 
po~lids per K. W·~H. delivered to the switchboard 5. 52 • 
The monthly coal censumption for this same period was as 
follows: -

December 1918 
Ja.11uary 1919 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 

1059288 
1040374 

824477' 
867890 
839480 
956525 

1027289 
960075 

1033727 
925898 
984741 
973390 

Total - - 11493154 
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The dema..Yl.d and consumption data for four reprf3sentati1le 
months of the period are as follows:-

January 
April 
July 
October 

Max. 60-
min. peak 

420 
410 
470 
560 

Cons. 
159490 
141230 
194592 
201978 

Load Fae. 
51.0 % 
47.8 
55.5 
48.4 

The figures used.in the above tabulation and 
in the accompanying curves, it will be noted, are the 
maximum· average load over an hour's period, which makes 
the load factor considerably higher than would be obtained 
on the basis 'Of a 15-minute interval. However, the 
load factor for the period from Decemberll, 1918 to 
December 1, 1919 has been on the 15-minute peak of 670 
K.W. wnich occurred at 5:00 P.M., Thursday, October 30, 
1919, and which actually lasted about 20 minutes. 

The coal per K.W.H. delivered to the switch-
board !for this period seems. rather high, but Mr. Auger 
confirms the figure and explains that during the summer 
of 1919 he received a considerable ·amount of very poor 
coal and that also, he had to charge off during this 
year a.certain shortage which came up. It will be noted 
that the coal per K.W.H. ·for December 1i,12119 (load curve 
for which day is shown) was 4. 8 pounds. On Sunday, when 
it is necessary to operate the Buckeye engine in order 
to permit inspection of the turpine and cleaning of the 
condenser, the coal per K.W.H. delivered to the switch-· 
board runs as high as 7.0 or. 8.0 pounds. 

Mr. Auger states that the average power factor 
at the plant is 70 percent. . · 

9'9 
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·The distribution system at Urbana·is in reason-
ably good shape; probably better than in the average town 
of the same size. A considerable amount of tree-trimming 
is necessary, or at least desirable, although Mr. Auger 
says that they have had no seriou~ trouble from this source. 





DESCRIPTION OF 
PROPOSED SUBSTATION- AND LINE. 

The two routes shown on the accompanying map 
have been selected -in preference to two or three others, 
on account of the fact that they· are quite free from 
trees and pole lines, and are on gigh ground. In ad-
dition to this, they follow the only feasible way for 
us to leave the city with a 33,000 volt line,- over the 
Victor Rubber pole line to Maitland. The route by way of 
the Erie Railroad is be.tter than that by w~y of the D. T .& 
I. and the Valley Pike, because of the fact that it is. 
shorter, straighter, and almost entirely ·free from trees. 
The other routes considered are fully occupi.ed by tele-
phone and other power lines, notably the Ohio Electric, 
or are badly built up with tre~s, or ar~ over low, 
swampy ground. 

We· investigated the possibility of building 
our line to Urbana over the same pole lead with the Ohio 
Electric, bu~ their lines a~e in bad condition and would 
constitute a hazard to our service, and at many points 
it would be impossible to place another 33,000 volt cir-
cuit on the poles without going to considerable changes 
in the construction. 

Neglecting the effect of the current to supply 
the villages of Tremont and Westville, the voltage drop 
at the yearly peaks for No. 4 B.& &-~ Gage solidscopper 
wire and a line potential at Springfield of 33,000 volts, 
assuming a power factor of 75 %, would be as follows:-

YEAR 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 

K.W. 

750 
850 

1000 
1200 
1450 

VOLTS DROP IN PERCENT 

TRE'T & W'LLE 

2.4 
3 .. -o 
313 
4.1 
5.2 

ERIE R.R. 

2.0 
2.5 
2.8 
3.4 
4.3 

The line by way of Tremont and Westville would 
be a.pproximately lBi miles long, by way of the Erie Rail-
road approximately 15i miles long. · 

/00 
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For. rn af'. showin9 proposed rot.1-l-esJ 

see. focfre+ on in.side o..P. rear cover. 
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The poles shall be Northern White Cedar, 7 ; .. .:inch 
tops, strictly woods run, treated in accordance with the 
specifications of the "B 0 Treatment. The lengths will, 
of course): . depend upon the ·1ocation, bum the larger per-
centage will . be 35-foot poles, and this- length will be 
the riii,nimum. 

The attached prints show fully· the proposed 
line construction for ·straight-away locations, a...11.d for 
crossing and dead-end locatio~s~ · / 

Poles will be properly guyed where necessary, 
and in general the construction will be such as to render 
the maximum of reliability and to reduce troubles and 
service interruptions to a minimum. 

The step-up substation at Springfield will 
consist of 3-667 K. V.A. tra..11.sformers, 6G-cycle 1 6600 to 
33000 volt, outdoor type, 0il-insulated, self-cooled, 
controlled by an automatic ·switch on the low-tension side, 
and protected from lightning and other transient dis-
turbances ~n the high-tension side , by an electrolytic 
or oxide-f~lm arrester. One transformer unit will not · 
be put int6 service at once, but will be.necessary from 
the viewpoint of assured service. When put into service, 
it will be provided with a non-automatic -oil switch on 

' the low-tension side and an air-break switch on the high-
tension side, s9 that at .periods of light load i t :.10aJ1 
be removed from the line, thus reducing :the tra...'11sformer 
iron losses. 

The accompanying sketch shows the proposed 
station and line arrangement, including the supply of 
energ~ to Tremont and Westville . 

. ' 

/oz· 
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DETAILS OF LOAD, INVESTMENT, 
OPERAT·ING. EXPENSES, &. REVENUE. 

13,200 VOLT LINE, No. ~ COPPER, VIA TREMONT & WESTVILLE, . 
BUT NOT .SERVING THEM. 

1920 
I 

K. W. D~emand - - - · - - - - - - - - 7·50 
K.W.H . . Consumption - - - - - - 2,250,000 
Line loss in K.W.H~ ~ - - - - 143,000 
Transf. loss in K.W.H. - - - - .150,000 

Total K.W.H. dlvd .to swbd - 2,543,000 

1921 

. 850 
2,556,000 
. 183,·000 

.160,000 
2;893,000 

1922 

loqo·. 
3,000,000 

253,000 
. 175,000 

3,428,ooo · 

1923 

12.00 . 
3,600

1

, 000 
365,000 
195,000 

4,160,000 

1924 

14,50 · . 
4, 350·, .ooo 

532,000 
225,000 . 

5,107 ,ooo . 
Station Investment 7 - - - - -

Substation and line - - ~ - -
Total Investment - - - - -

$7 5, 000. 00 $85, 000. 00$$00' 000. 00$120, 000. 00 $145 , _000. 00 
58, 800. oo 58, 800. oo . 58 , _800. oo · 58, 800. oq_ ·ss, soo. oo 

$133,800.00 1~3,800.00 158i800.00 178,800 ~ 00. 203,800.00 

Int.' Dep., Taxes' & Ins .@14% $18,°.7 50. 00 $20,;150. oo· $22,~.250. 00 $25.,050. 00 $28., .500_. GO 
Cost of energy @lt K.W.H. swbd . 25;:430.00 .2s:; _930.00 . 34-~ '.280.00 . 4l~~600.00 · 5J.:;·:o70.00 
Maintenance & Clerical.- - - - 1,000.00 1~000.00 1,000.00 ~.000 -.00 . 1 1 000.00 · 

Total Cost of service - - - -$45,180.00 50,080.00 57,530.00 67,650.00 80 1 570.00 

Schedule 
"B" 

Revenue - - - $43, 500 • 00 $49, 100. o·o $57, 500. 00 $68, 700. 00 
· Margin - - - - I, b90100 CfBo.oo . .30.00 1,050.00 

Schedule ·Revenue - - - $45, 200. 00 $51, 000. 00 $59, 7 50. 00 $71, 400. 00 
11 C" Margin - - - - - 20.00 920.00 2,220.00 3,750.00 
. 2 . . 

Cost of line I R loss - - - - ·- $1430.00 $1830.00 · $2;530.00 $ 3,650.00 
Int.,Dep.,Taxes,Ins. on copper - 2310.00 2310.00 2~310.00 2,310.00 

Most economic point between 1921 and 1922. 

$82,700.00 
2,130.00 

$85,960.00 
5'"390.00 

$5,320.00 
. 2,310.~0 

. t-' 
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CONSUMERS POVVER COMPANY . 
J07 

16. 

PROPOSED EXPENDITURE NO.-I+----
I 

~~--_;_ _____ ~n~t~s~TR~I~B~U~T~I~O~N---~--:-----~lefi~i~#/oEPA~TMENT 
NAME OF DISTRICT OR DEPARTMENT 

IT IS PROPOSED TO . Install 13200 volt. 1200 K,V. Ai. substatjon and 
bi1 iJ d 33000 volt No o J copper J ine to serve t.11 e Northwestern 
Oh j a Light CampanY- at Urbana o · Rau te by way of Tremont 

and Westville, but. not serving them. 

CH~RACTER OF EXPENDITURE.--=C=O~N,_,,,S~T=R=U:<..::C~T,,,,_· =-I=O=N ____ _ CHARGE ACCOUNT N·o.-------

' REQUESTED12-~l! 9 'ig_ __ BY· - c. I. w, 
MAorl2-J 0 191-1.9.:_ sv J.B. B, 

APPROVED·-----191--BY----------CHF. ENGR. 

-----191--B)'----------MGR. 

CHKD12-1g __ _ t9t 19 BY L.E.B. -----191--· BY-' ----------GEN. MGR. 

CTFD-----191-- BY---- AUTHORIZED---c---191--BY----------PRESIDENT 

DETAILS 

Substation (See Est. VI, page 27) 
'Poias 
X-arins \ 
Insulators 

·Pins 1 

Guys and· anchors 
Wire- No. l . B.& S. Gage 
Dead-ends 
Rightof way 
Freight and cartage 
Contingencies @ 10 % 
Injuries and damages 
Office __ and Loca~ Management @ 4% 

.. construction Engineering ,'@ 6% 
Interest during Construction . 

~ . . 

l\CTUAL COST MATERIAL$----'-------

A.CTUAL COST LABOR . $·---------
TOTAL ACTUAL COST, $'---------

ACCOUNT 
NUMBER 

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED . 
COST MATERIAL COST L.ABOR 

5,750 00 750 
11,500 00 3,000 

900 00 250 
4,4_00 00 200 

560 00 100 
200 00 200 

ie,500 00· 1,500 
, 300 00 200 

1,000 ·oo 
500 00 

4,150 00 600 
400 

2,100 
2,740 00 400 

500 00 100 

ESTIMATED COST MATERIALS .49 J QQQ, 00 
ESTIMATED COST LABOR , $ 9 1 800 o 00 

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST . $ 58,800 ,QQ 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 



DETAILS OF LOAD, INVESTMENT, 
OPERATING EXPENSES, . & REVENUE. 

$,$000 VOLT LINE, No. 1 COPPER, VIA TREMONT AND WESTVILLE, 
· J3UT NOT .. SEB.YIN~ . 'J1HEM. 

- - -=-- ,.._ 

1920 
' I 

K.W. Demand - - - - - - - - - - - 750· 
K.W.H.Consunption - - - - -· - -2,250,000 

Line loss in K.W.H. -. -· - - - - 23,000 
Transformer loss in K.W.H. - - - 150,000 
i Total K.W.H. dlvd to swbd - - 2,423,000 

1921 

850 
2,550,000 

29,900 
160,000 

2,739,000 

1922 

1000. 
3,000,000 

41,000 
175,000 

3,216,000 

1923 

1200 -
3,600,000 

59,000 
195,000 

3,854,000 

1924. 

145 0 
. 4, 350, 0@.D" 

. 86,000 
·225,000 

4,661,000 

Station Investment.- - - - - -$ 75,000.00 $85,000.00 $$009000.00 $120,000.00 $145,000.00 
Substation and Line - - - - - 69,800.00 69,800.00 69,800.00 69,800.00 69,800.00 

Total Investment - - - - - -$144,800.00 $154,800.00 $169,800.00 $189;800.00 $214,800.00 

Int.,Dep.,Taxes, Ins.@ 14% - - $20,250.00 
Cost of energy @ 1¢ K.W.H; swbd 24,230.00 
Maintenance & Clerical - - - - .- 1,000.00 

·Total Cost of Service - - . - $45,480.00 

Schedule 
UBU 

Schedule 
"c ff 

Revenue-
Margine 

$43,500~00 
I J 9eo.oo 

. Revenue ·- - -$45, 200. oo 
Margin _:··- -:-· - . z.eo,oo 

$21,700.00 
27' 39·0. 00 
1,000.00 

$59,090.00 

$23,750.00 
32,160.00 
1,000.00 

$56,910.00 

$49,1000000 $57,500.00 
990.06· 590. 00 

$51,000.00 
910.00 

$59,750.00 
2,840.00 

Cost.of Line I 2R Loss - - ~ - - $230.00 $290.00 $410.00 
.2,310.00 Int.,Dep.,Taxes, Ins. on copper 2310.00 2,310.00 

Most economic point not reached. 

$26,550.00 . $30,150.00 
38,540.00 46,610.00 
1,000.00 1,000.00 

$66,090.00 $77,760~00 

$68,700.00 
2,610.00 

$82,700.00 
4,940.00 

$71,400.00, $85,960000 
51310.00 8,200.00 

$590.00 
2, 310 •. 00 

$860.00 
2,310.00 

-0 en 



CONSUMER~ PO\NER COMPANY . 
PROPOSED ·.EXPENDITURE No. II 

/09 
18. 

________________ D __ I.bLST......,R~I ..... B""--"U..._.T ....... I~O'"""'N'----------#a~f~#/oEPARTMENT 
NAME OF DISTRICT OR DEPARTMENT 

IT I 5 PROPOSED TO~ ~I.i....:n:..Lsi:l.+..u...aa....&..J ... 1~3t.s..3!.l..O~Ou..OL_JVuOJ....· J...._t.LL, ·_2w_O!l.;l_· . .1..LO.uO__.u.K......_._J[V_._._...A.:i....:.___.s;:)...11.L.Jl hu...;:i...$ +.u.•a.8 JJ+•....i..i _.....oe..;;.Jn~a..._.t,,_. -------

· Springfield and puild 33000 volt No·. 1 copper line to 
serVe the Northwestern Ohio . Light Company at 

but not serving them. 

CHARACTER OF EXPENDITURE--""'C_,,,.Q.....,N'--S ...... T ....... R~TJ._.C ....... T ....... I.....,Q ....... N...._ ____ _ 
\ 

CHARGE ACCOUNT NO.-------

REQU ESTEot~_...._l~ !:1 1 -1.9 ___ . BY· G , I , W, APPROVED 

MADE ] -] 9 191-2.fL BY J.B. B. .. 
cHKo-1..=20~---· 191-2.0_ BYL.E. B. .. 

' 

CTFD "< 191-- BY AUTHORIZED 

DETAILS 
' 

I 

) 
I 

Subs ta ti on (See Est. VII, p.28 
Pole·s 
X-arms 
Insulators 
Pins 

·Guys and anchors 
Wire- No. i ·B.& s. Gage 

.. Dead-ends -· 
Right of Way 
F~eight and cartage 
Contingencies @ 10% " 

I Injuries and damages 
Office· and Local Management. ·@ 
Construction Engineering @ 6% 
Interest. during Construction .. 

-

. 

I 

~CTUAL COST MATERIAL$·---------
.~CTUAL COST LABOR . $----'----------~ 
_IOTAL ACTUAL COST , $'---------

191--BY CHF. ENGR. 

191--BY MGR. 

191--· BY GEN ~ MGR. 

'191--BY PRESIDENT 

ACCOUNT ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 
NUMBER COST MA TERI AL COST LABOR 

14, .750 00 •, 750 00 
11,500 00 3))000 00 

. .900 00 250 00 
4,400 00 200 00 

560 00 100 00 
200 00 200 00 

16,500 00 ·1, 500 00 
,300 00 200 00 i;ooo 00 
500 00 

5' 0,50 00 620 00 
;400 00 4% 2,470 00 

: 3,340 00 410 00 --

600 00 100 00' 
I 

ESTIMATED COST MATERIAL$ 59, 600 • 00 
ESTIMATED COST LABOR . $ > lq 1 200 • 00 
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST . $ 69 ~800 • QO 



DETAILS OF LOAD, INVESTMENT, · 
OPERATING EXPENSES,.& REVENUE. 

33000.VOLT LINE, No.~ COPPER, VIA 'TREMONT AND WESTVILLE, 
BUT NOT .· SERVING THEM • . 

1920 -i-. 
K.W. Demand- - - - - - - - - - - 750 
K. W.R. ~ Con~umption .- - - - - - 2, ·250,000 
Line toss in K.W.H. - . - - - - -- 4~1 000 
Transformer Loss in K.W.H. - - - · 150,000 

Total K.W.H. dlvd swb~ - - - 2,446,000 

19i21 -\-
850 

2, 550 '~000 
58,@00 

160~000 
2,766,000 

1922 -,-, 
1000 

3,000,000 
82,000 

175,000 
3,257,000 

! 
1923 -,-
1200 

3 ~'t3oo, ooo . 
118,000 
195,000 

3,911,000 

1924 
\ 

· 1450 
4, 350 ,·ooo 

172,000 
225,000 

4,744,000 

Station Investment - - - - - $ 75,.ooo.oo $ss~·ooe."eo $$00,000.00 $120·~000~00 $145·~:000'~ ·00 Substation and Line - - - . - - ·. 59 , .000. 00 ~ 59 2 000. 00 . . 59 , .000. 00 . . 59, 000. 00 59, 000 .00 
~otal Investment -· - - ~ - Jl34,000.00 $144,000.00.$159,000.00 $179,000.00 $204,ooo.oo 

Int. ,Dep •. ~Taxes,Ins.·@ 14.% - - $18,750.00 
Cost of energy@ l~ KWH.swbd - .24,460.00 
Maintenance & Clerical. - - - - 1,000.00 

Total Cost of Service - $44,210.00 

Schedule 
u Bu 

Revenue $43;500.00 
Margin_ - - - 710.00 

.Schedule Revenue - - · $45, 200. 00 
· "C" Ma·rgin - - - 990.00 

Cost of I 2R Line Loss - - - - $ 460.00 
Int. , Dep. , Taxes, Ins. on copper 1,-140. 00 

Most ecenomic point 

$20;150.00 
.27,660.00 
1,000~00 

$48,810•00 

$49:100.00 
290.00 · 

$51,000.00 
2,190.00 

$ 580.00 
1,140.00 

in 1923. 

$22,250.00 $~5,100~00 
. 32,570.00 39,110.00 

1,000.00 ·1,000.00 
$55,820000 $65,210.00 

$57,500.00 $68,700.00 
1,680.00 3,490.00 

$59~750.00 $71,400.00 
.3,930.00 · 6,190.00 

$ 820.00 $1,180.00 
1,140.00 1,140 •. 00 

$28,550.00 
47;440.00 
1,000.00 

$76,990.00 

$82,700.00 
5,710.00 

$85~9(30.00 
8,970.00 

$1,720.00 
1,140.00 

.. .. 

• 



CONSUM.ERS PO\NER COMPANY 
/I/ 

20. 

PROPOSED EXPENDITURE No. III 
. . 1' 

----'--------,.-------'-'D=-=I=-=S~T~R:.=.IB=-U=--'T::..:;:I::....:::O_,_N ______ /~JM-Af ifoEPARTMENT 
NAME OF DISTRICT OR DEPARTMENT 

. . .. 
IT IS PRO PO s ED TO -~Ii....nl.J..· ;;:)..$ ~t .a.a.:.1.] ....i.]..--...3,.1..o,3~0.JJO.J.JOl;,,l.· -V-V-Uo...1-l -"t,___ -s.2....i..OJ.J.0..uO""-·· _Kl..l.-.+-, V~..c::A~,_....s;l.11.4.J1 b...._s;;;;i..±..u.·=8 ...u+.c.....i.i..._o,...n..._-'· a.4..:n....,d...._· ·------

build · 33000 voJ t No. 4 copper·· J j ne t.o serve the 
Northwestern Ohio Light Company at Urbana. Route 
by way ·of Tremont arid.Westville, but not servi!lg 

. . 

CHARACTER OF EXPENDITU RE ______ C_O_N_S_T_R_U_C_T_· _I_Q_N ____ _ · CHARGE ACCOUNT NO.-------

REQUESTEol~.--1~ !J• _19_ __ BY· c. I. VI. 

MADE 1--19 191..2..Q_ BY J.B. B. 

CHKD~Q~- 1~1-2.Q_ BY~._E_.__li. 

APPROVED-----191--BY----------CHF. ENGR. 

-----191-·-· -BY'--· ----------MGR. 

-----191--· BY------------GEN. MGR. 

CTFD----..:..191-·- · BY---- AUTHORIZED ----191--BY----------PRESIDENT 

DETAILS 

Substation (See Est~vri,p.28) 
Poles 
X-arms 
Insulators 
Pi~s 
Wire- ~o. 4 B.& S. Gage 
Dead-ends 
Right of Way 
Freight ~nd riartage 
Contingencmes @ 10% 
Injuries . and damages 

·--' 'Office and Local Ma.nagement ~ 
Construction Engineering @ 6J, 
Interest during Construction .. 

.\ 
ICTUAL COST MATERIAL $--'---i;I:..--------

\CTUAL COST LABOR $---------
0TAL A,CTUAL COST $---------

ACCOUNT 
NUMBER 

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 
COST MATERIAL. COST L.ABOR 

14,750 00 
ll,500 00 

900 .00 
4,400 00 

560 00 
s,200·00 

300.00 
1,000 00 

400 ·00 
4,120 00 

·2,770 00 
500 00 

750 00 
3;000 00 

250 00 
200 00 

.100 00 
1,500 00 

200 00 

600.00 
400 00 

·2,110 00 
390 00 
100 00 

ES~IMATEDCOST MATERIAL$ 49 1 400 a 00. 
' 9,600.00 

ESTIMATED COST LABOR $---------
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $ 59 1 QOQ •· 00 



, DETAILS OF LOAD, INVESTMENT, 
.OPERATING EXPENSES, . & REVENUE. 

33000 VOLT LINE, No. 4 GOPPER1 VIA ERIE R.R. RIGHT OF WAY. 

19120 -l-
K.W. Demand - - - - - - - - - - 750 
K.W.H. Consumption - - - - - - 2,250~,000 
Line Loss in K.W.H. ~ - - - - - 38,500 
Transformer Loss in K.W.H. ~ - 150,000 

Total K.W.H. dlvd swbd. - - -: 2,438,500 

. 19?1 

8~0 
2,550,;000 

48,.500 
160,000 

2,758,500 

\ . 

1922 

iobo . 
' 3, 000, .000 

68,700 
175,000 . 

3' 243., 700 

1923 

' 12~0. 
3, 600, .000 

99., .000 
.195,000 

3,895,000 

19,24 
-\-, .-

.14'50 
4, 350.-,.000 

144., .000 
225,000 

4,719,000 

Statio!l Investment - - - - - $75.;ooo.oo $85~000.00 $100,000.00 $120,000.00 $145,ooo.oo Substation and Line - - · - - - .53,000.00 53,000.00 . 53,000.00 53,000.00 53,000.00 Total Investment - - - . - - .$128, oc;)Q. 00 $138, 000. 00 ~153, 000. 00 $173, 000. 00 $198, 000. GO 
Int.,Dep~,T~xes,Ins.@ 14% - - $17,900.00 
Cost of energy@ it KWH.swbd - · 24,900.00 
Maintenance & Clerical - - - · - 1,000.00 

Total Cost of Service - - - $43,300.00 

Schedule 
. ''B" 

Schedule 
-. u c" 

Revenue - - -$43)500.00 
Margin - - - 200.00 

Revenue ~ - -$45,200.00 
-Margin - - - 1,900.00 

$19,300.00 , $21,400.00 $24,200.00 
27,aoo.oo 32,450.00 38,940.00 
, 1,000.00 ~ 1,000.00 1,000.00 

$47,900.00 $54,850.00 ,$64,140~00 

$49,100.00 
1,200.00 

$51,000.00 
3,100.00 

$57,500.00 
2, 650. 00 · 

$68, 7'00. 00 
4,560.00 

$59~750.00 $11;400.00 
4,900.00 · 7,250.00 

. Cost bf Lin~ I 2R Loss - - - - $38~.oo $475.00 $687.00 
980.00 

$990.00 
980.00 · Int.,Dep.,Taxes,Ins.on copper - 980.00 980.00 

Most economic point in 1923 .• 

$27~700.00 
47,200.00 
1,000.00 

$75,900000 

$82,700.00 
6,800.00 

$85,960.00 
10,060.00 

$1$440.00 
980.00 

' ' 

ro 
I-' . :::: 

/\) 



CONSUMERS PO\NER ·coMPANY 
•' ........ . 

//3 
22 • . 

PROPOSED EXPENDITURE · . . No. ---=I=-=V'----

DISTRIBUTION g'tfof~J91"/oEPARTMENT 
NAME OF DISTRICT OR DEPARTMENT 

IT IS PROPOSED TO Insta] 1 33000., Volt 2000 K.V.A. SUbatation , and 

build 33000 volt No. 4 c6nper line · to serve the 
·. Northwestern Ohio .. Light Company at Urbana. Route 

! . I ; 

by way of Erie Railroad right odr way from -Maitland 
t.a Urba...'1li_., ____ --,-________________________ _ 

CHARACTER OF EXPENDITURE c ONSTBIICT ION CHARGE ACCOUNT No.~------

. APPROVED_..,.... · -~--19t-·-BY----------CHF. ENGR. REQU ESTE~.J.! 9 1 l9~- BY, . 0 I • W. 
MADE 1-19 191, 20 BY Jo Be Be -----191--BY----------MGR. 

CHKD_ l-2.0 _ __ 191 20 BY L. E. B. -----191--BY----------GEN. MGR. 

CTFD·-----191--. BY---- I AUTHORIZED --~-191--BY----------PRESIDENT 

DETAILS 

Substation (See Est.VII,p.28)· 
Poles 
X-arms 
Insulators ' 

Pins 
Wire.- No • . 4; B.& s. Gage 
Dead~ends 
Right of way 
Freight and cartage 
Contingencies @ 10% 
Injuries· and damages 

_nOffice ·and Local Manageme_nt @ 
" Construction EngineerinK@ 6%· 

•. Interest during C ins true ti on .. 

!CTUAL COST MATERIAL$---------

ICTUAL COST LABOR $·-_' ---------

OTAL ACTUAL COST $·---------

ACCOUNT 
NUMBER 

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 
. COST MATERIAL COST LABOR 

'14, 750 00 .750 
9,400 .oo .2, 700 

750 00 210 
3,800 00 170 

270 00 ·175 
7,000 00 1,200 

250 00 200 
1,000 00 

400 00 
3,750 00 530 

400 
~% 

: 
1,900 

.... . . ., 2,480 00 '365 
450 00 100 

ESTIMATED COST MATERIAL$ 44 1 30Q • QQ 

ESTIMATED COSTLABOR $ - 8, 700 · OQ 

TOTAL ESTIMAT~D COST . $ 53' GOO 0 00 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 



DETAILS ·oF LOAD, INVESTMENT, 
OPERATING EXPENSES, & REVENUE. 

33000 VOLT LINE, No. 4 COPPER,.VIA TREMONT & WESTVILLE, 
SERVING THEM. , . . 

19·20 
I 

K.W. Demand - - - - - - - - - 775 
K.W.H. Consumption - ~ - ~ - - a,280,000 
Line Loss in K.W.H. - - - - - - 46,000 

· Transforme~ Loss in K.W.H. 154,500 
Total K.W.H. dlvd swbd. - - - 2,480,500 

' • . 1 • 

·1921 

875 
2,590,000' 

. 58, 000 
.. '165,000 

2, 813, 000 . 

1,025 
3,045,000 

. 82, 000 
lll'.89!1600 . 

3,307,500 

;_ 1923 . 

1,225 
3,650,000 

118,000 
201, ooo·· 

3,969,0,_QO 

19\24 

1,475 . 
4,400,000 

172;000 
231,000 

4, 803, 000 . 

Station Invest·ment - · - - .... ·- $77, 500. 00 $87, 500. 00 $102, 500. 00 $122, 500. 00 $147, 500. 00 . 
Substation, Line·, & Transf's · · .61,000.00 .61,000.00 . 61,000·.oo 61LOOO.OO ·. 61,000.00 

Total Investment - - ~ ·- - - $138,500.00 $148,500.00 $163,500.00 $183,500.00 . $208,500.00 

Int.';]Dep.;·Taxes,.Ins. @ ·14% - $19,400.00 $20,800.00 
Cost of energy @ l~ KWH. swbd - 24, 800. 00 . 28, 130. 00· 
Maintenance & Clerical. - - -- - 1,200.00 · 1,200.00 

Tot~l Cost of Service - - - $45,400.00 $50,130.00 

Schedule ·· Revenue - $4s;·ooo. 00 
"B" Margin - - - - 400.00 

Schedule · ·Revenue - - . - $46, 7 00. 00 · 
"C" Margin - -- - 1, 300. 00 

2. .· 
Cost of Line I R Loss - - - - $ 460.00 
Int.Dep.,Taxes,Ins. on copper 1,140.00 

- Most economic point in 

$51,100.00 
970.00 

$53., 000. 00 
2,870.00 

$ 580.00 
1,140.00 

1923. 

$22,900.00 $25,700.00 . $29;·200.00 
33,08Q.OO ·39,690.00 48,030.00 · 

' 1,200.00 1,200000 . ' 1,200.00 
$57,180.00 . $66,590.00 '78,430.00 

.,.., 

$59,750.00 - $71,200.00 $85,200.00 
2,570.00 4,610.00 6,770.00 

$62,000.00 $73,900.00 $88 ;~460. 00 
4~820.00 7,310.00 10,030.99 

$ 820. 00 $1,180.00 $1,720.00 
1,140.00 1,140.00 1,140.00 

. --



TABLE OF ESTIMATED 
LOAD, REVENUE, AND·LOSSES 

. .FOR 
TREMONT AND WESTVILLE.· 

i 

24. 

YEAR DEMAND K.W.H. REvENUE Loss·\ IN K.W.H. 

JL920· 25 30,000 $1500.00 4500 
.J.lli921 25 40,000 2000.00 5000 
1922 25 45,000 2250.00 5500 
1923 25 \ 50,000 2500.00 6000 
1924· 25 50,000 2500.00 6000 

A flat demand of. 25 K. W. ,is assumed, and added 
to the.Urbana deman~ in calculating data for servirig 
Tremont and Westville fron the line to Urbana. An average 
revenue per K.W.H. of 5 cents is ~ssumed. 

See attached estimate for cost of installing 
transformers (2-25 K.V.~.) to serve Tremont and Westville • 

. Assumption is made that power will be metered and sold at 
the secondary terminals of the transformer. 

GENERAL DATA 

Tremont- .Populat.ion 1910, 478. 
Load- Residence lighting._ 

Street lighting. 
Garment factory. 
Mill and elevator. 

Westville~ Population 1910, 285. 
Load-. Residence lighting. 

Street lighting. 
Two elevators. 

l JS" 



.CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
C> 

PROPOSED EXPENDITURE No. V 

. llfo 
25. 

;._-~~~~~~-~~~~~~-=D~I~S~TR~I_B~U~T~I~O~N~~~~~-ftli~f~~/oEPARTMENT 
NAME OF DISTRICT OR CEPAR.TMENT .. . ~. . .. 

IT 1 s PRO pos ED To -----'--'\ M=·· =a=k=.e'---'t=r,_,,a=:n=s=-f,,,,_· =o-=-r=m=e=r-a,.__· · __.s""""'~"'-'rfi=-t=c,,,_.,h=i=n"""g~,,___,,a=n=d~m=e_,,,t'-""'e'-*r___.'i ..... n .... s ...... t...._·a __ l _l __ a ...... t ....... iaJ,o ...... n ...... s_- __ 
at Tremont. and We st.vi 11 e, t.o s·erve those towns from 

33000 volt line to the Northwestern Ohio Light Company 
at Urbana. 

CHARACTER OF EXPENDITURE--· ~C~O~N~S~T=R=U~C=T~I~O~N~.----- CHARGE ACCOUNT No.-·-------

· REQUESTE01.=l99 • ~Q , BY--C, I, W, 
. MADE ·· 1-20 . 191-2.Q_ BY L.E. B. 

. APPROVED----1~1-. -BY----------CHF. ENGR . 

-----191-·-BY----------MGR. 

CHKD- · --- - 191-- BY -----191--BY----------GEN. MGR. 

CTFD--- 191-- BY---- AUTHORIZED ----191--BY--'---------PRESJDENT 

DETAILS · 

2-~5 K.V.A. transformers 
Switching & protective equip It 
Mounting & ,.c'onnecting to line · 
Meter equipment ( secondary}. 
Freight and cartage 
Contingencies @ 10% 
Injuries and damages 
Office and Local Ma."tJ.agemen t @ 
Construction Engineering @ 6% 

NOTE:- In computing data for 
serving Tre~ont and 
.Westville, the amount o 
this estimate is added 
to that for the sub-
station and No. 4 line 
to Urbana by _ way of 
Tremont and Westville, 

.. but not se.rving · them. 
See · pages 19 and 20; 

\CTUAL COST MATERIAL$---------

~CTUAL COST LABOR . _$--------'----,-

TOTAL ACTUAL COST . • , $---------

,ff 
/0 

ACCOUNT 
NUMBER 

ESTIM.ATED · "ESTIMATED 
COST MATERIAL COST LABOR 

95 00 
225 00 . 100 0 
10 00 100 0 
100 00 50 0 

25 00 
140 00 25 0 

. 10 0 
70 0 

90 00 15 0 

ESTIMATED COST MATERIAL s,_1...._,~6 .......... 3 ...... 0_o~o ...... o...__ __ _ 
37Q.OO 

ESTIMATEDCOSTLABOR. $---------
2,000. 00 

-TOTAL ESTIMATED COST • $---------





C9N'SUMERS PO.VVER COMPANY 
PROPOSED EXPENDITURE 

118 
27. 

No.--v~r __ _ 

DISTRIBUTION r;lr/;/rfi/c/r/-oEPA:RTMENT 
NAME OF DISTRICT OR DEPARTMENT 

_. • - ' ..... ~ ..... r "' ,,_ • ..: 

IT IS PROPOSED TO Build 13200 volt substation at the· Roclrnay 

Stearn Plant., to supply a,] jne t.o serve the North-

western Ohio Light Company at Urbana. 

,CHARACTER OF EXPENDITURE---"'""'C""""O"""'"'N ..... S ...... T ..... R..._.I.._,JC..._T...--..I.-.0 ..... N ____ _ CHARGE ACCOUNT No •. -------

I 
I 

REQUESTED--!9'--;-·- BY· --- APPROVED------191--BY-'------,------:--CHF. ENGR. 

MADE· l~-JO 191-1.fL BY L.E.B. -----191--BY----------MGR. 

CHKD-'---- 191-- BY---- -----191--BY----------~EN. MGR. 

CTFD----191-' - BY---- AUTHORIZED ----191--BY·----------PRESIDENT 

DETAILS 

3-400 K.V.A. transformers 
(in stock) 

2300 V. automatic oil switch 
(in plant) 

Concrete slab , 
Wires, cables, and supports· 
Fence 
Lightning.arresters 

ACCOUNT 
NUMBER 

Special switches for one transformer 
Labor of installation 

NOTE:- Contingencies and 
overhead items are in-
nluded in tot.al estima tE s 
of which this estimate 
is a part. Estimate· I,.· 

_page 16. 

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 
COST MATERIAL COST LABOR 

•''"•' 

4j000 00 

300 00 I 

75 00 In .,. .., . 
500 00 
125 00 In b. 
650 00 
250 00 

600 00 
' 

.. 

1
~CTUAL COST MATERIAL$ ESTIMATED COST MATERIAL$ 5, 9QQ • 00 

ESTIMATED COST LABOR . $ 600 • 00 
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST ,_ $ 6, 500 · 00 

1
~CTUAL COST LABOR . $ 

,TOTAL ACTUAL COST , $'---------
! 



CONSUMERS PO\NER COMPANY 
PROPOSED . EXPENDITURE No. VII 

1 . 

---------"-----------=D-=I-=-ST=--R""-"I"-=B-=-U-=-T-=-I 0=-=N'"'--. ------ /i,j-("F!.lf-oEPARTMENT 
NAME OF DISTRICT OR DEPARTMENT 

~ . .• . 
IT IS PROPOSED TO __ ___,B~u,,,,.....i~l...,..d~3"'-'3""-0~.·' ,.,,_Q~O~v_,.ow.ol,,_t.._· _su"""'· ...... b'-""'s'-"t ..... a,,,_,t,._,i=o..._n .... ___...,a._.t..___,,.R~o"'-'c"'"'k""'w_.._..,a"-dy_· _..S~t"'-'e""'-'am..._...._' ~----

. pJ ant., to s11pply 33000 volt line to Nort.hwestern 

Obi o I.i ght. Campany at · Urbana. 

~~~RACTER oF E xPEND1Tu RE---· ~c~o~N=S~T ...... R=u~c~· =T-=I~O~N"------ CHARGE ACCOUNT No.-------

· ~£QUESTED.--HI'-- · BY·--~ APPROVED-~~--191--BY-------------CHF. ENGR. • 
I ' • fl . 

. MADE lB-10 1911.2_ BY L. E. B. -----191--BY----------MGR. 

' CHKD--- - 191-- BY---- -~---191-· -BY----------GEN. MGR. · 
I ' 

. CTFD----191-- BY---- AUTHORIZED ----191-· -BY----------PRESIDENT 

DETAILS 

3-667 K. V;A. transformers 
. 66.00 volt automatic Crti.1 switch 
. Conc.rete slab . 
'Wires, cables, and support·s 
Fence 
Lightning arrester 
Special switches for one trans 

former 
Labor of installation 

NOTE:- Contingencies and 

ACCOUNT 
NUMBER 

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 
COST MATERIAL COST LABOR 

11,500 00 
350 00 
100 00 In 
650 00 
150 00 

. 1, 500. 00 

500 00 
750 00 

overhead i terns are in- ,.r 

·, 

cluded·1n· the total 
· ~stim•tes of which this 
estimate ' is a part . .See · 
Estimates II,. III, , and · 
IV, pages 18, 20, and · 
22. . 

ACTUAL COST MATERIALS---------
I . , 

ACTUAL COST LABOR . . · $---------
TOTAL ACTUAL COST , $-----'-----------

ESTIMATED COST MATERIAL $--1~4 ....... ,_7'--5""-' -"'-o-"-~ -=o--"o'---
750. 00 

EST.IMATEDCOSTLABOR. $---------
TOTAL ESTIMATED . Cos:r ~ $_...__1_5_.,_5_0_0 __ • _0_0 __ _ 



; . . · 

,- - - ~ . ... .. 
:·· May £9~ ·: 1920 

June l,_ 1913, to Sept.· 1~ 1913,.:. 'Linefan with A.T.,& · S~F• 
·; ¥.wy co., _Ea~te1.,~Div. o:r '. -sif-<1.·ai ·nept.. ·.· .-.--. 

Sept • . 1,i 1913 to Aug; . 11 191~, - With\ Lam.-eb~e Rwy & Light 
1 • . Co~,. Law?'enoe 1 Kansas," ~~ _:. ~~arise of meter testing 
: and. :drafting. · . \ .. ~·J·' . 

Aug. 15,i lB14: .to: Mch i5, · .i916~- < A~~~~tltiee vJith vres-ting-
houae E .. & .M,.; co~,: ~ :Pittsbur~~'i·. Pa. 

-··: . . 8 months shon wo1-ak., ·_ 'it· · · 
. .7 . months tea_t floo1~.:: i l_< ·• c-·. -- ·· -· - · 

,. ~ ;: .. months :·woto1., ~pp1ication office·. 
Mch 15, ~916 to ~eb·:J.5: , J.91a;,,1?l.G6n~t~~tiOnDept~ Pf 

· Consumers-fower Cof of,. Michige-?• in responsibTe 
. charge of . -v16rk~ - -c.overin1t station :design, ordering 

· . of : mat~rials,-. and s.uperyisibn o:f' ·· installatJ,on. 
· ._· ·· · : -~xperience also : inc1ude? - limi ted -~ transmission ·' 

· li!1e and distribution w,orlt,.> both factory and·. field 
test ·and inspection of )high-ten.sio!1 porcelain 
i!lsu1ators,t· .- a~d ,a small aµiount -,of cost and stand-
ardization Vlork •. 

Feb. 15, 1~1a · to May ·1,' : 19201:-. Superifi't·endent . .-of' Distribution 

·~ 

-' - f9r Springfield· .. ~ight, Iieat;~ :P·ower Co . '. , ,. :Springfield, 
_ Ohio~- in . charge of all .electrical · equipment, ·all 
· ·con·s truct:1on1 .. lines, .. . · a!id. . mete1.,s ., Had charge ~ of 
. Power Sales · during 1919,· a!ld still act irr advisory 
capacity on:·power ' application:s.-. 

May l; 1920 t9- date,- :Pt1oduct:ton Ma.~ager ' f.or ·springfield 
Light, lieat & · . .Power Co~ -• · Springfield, ~Ohio, -i!l 
charge of power ; plant c ,onst1-ruction a:'ld operation. · ~ - ·. 

- . 

rmrrE: The. Consumers Power· Company · of Michigan· a.vid the 
Springfield Light, Heat & Power co.-, Springfield, 

Ohio .. .. ,.c~·~.::· o a.re controlled by · the same holding company., 
namely Hodenpyl~.· Hardy & co., of New York .• _ 
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59-40 

6600 

S9+o 

72GO 

6GOO 

' 

72.&0 
I 

6GOO 

se>+o 

INSIDE CONNECTIONS 

113 TO 114 lie;) TO IZO 
21-3 TO 2.14 2113 TO 2ZD 
313 TO 314 319 TO 320 

113 TO 115 119 TO 121 
2.13 TO !2.15 219 TO 221 
313 TO 315 31, To 321 

llZ TO 115 lr8 TO 12.I 
2.11 To 215" 2.1 g ro 22.1 
312 TO 31,- 318 TO 32.f 

SAM! AS N° 1 

SAME AS No 2 

SERIES SAME' AS NO 3 
!:::,. 

SAME AS NO I 


